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I GERARD BRODY of Level 6, 179 Queen Street Melbourne, in the State of Victoria, Chief
Executive Officer, do solemnly and sincerely affirm that:
1.

I am Chief Executive Officer of the Consumer Action Law Centre ("CALC"). I make this
affidavit in support of CALC's application for leave to intervene in this proceeding.

2.

I make this affidavit on the basis of my own knowledge, except where indicated. Where I
depose to matters on information and belief, I set out the basis of my belief and I believe
such matters to be true.

Filed on behalf of (name & role of party) ---------------------Consumer Action Law Centre
Prepared by (name of person/lawyer)
U
_ _ r_su
_ la
_ _N_ oy� e
_ _________________ _
Law firm (if applicable)
Consumer Action Law Centre
Fax -------------03 9629 6898
Tel
03 9670 5088
\;l,\sula@con§ums2r�.org;'?.P.. l.rex@_co_n_s_um
Email
_ _ er_ a_c_tion
_ .
_ or_ _g.�.au_ ___________
Address for service
Level 6/179 Queen Street, Melbourne, VIC 3000
(include state and postcode)

[8099782: 26064973_1]
/ l1(___

About CALC

3. CALC is an independent, not-for profit consumer organisation with specialist expertise in
consumer credit law and policy and of the consumer experience in modern markets, including
with respect to energy. CALC works for a just marketplace, where people have power and

business plays fair. CALC is based in Melbourne and provides financial counselling and legal
assistance services to people experiencing disadvantage in Victoria and policy and
campaigns work to all Australians.
Role and qualifications
4. lhavebeentheChiefExecutiveOfficeratCALCsinceMarch2013.Priortothis,lwasthe

Director Policy and Campaigns at CALC between June 2011 and March 2013.
s. As Chief Executive Officer, I am responsible for the development, execution and review of

strategy, policy and plans, as well as the organisational leadership and control of major
functions relating to the operation and administration of the organisation. l oversee an annual
budget of around $4.5 million and a staff of over 40.
6. l have also been the Chairperson of the Consumers' Federation of Australia since November
2015.

7. I have the following qualifications:
a.

Bachelor of Laws (Hons)/Bachelor of Arts (Hons) from the University of Melbourne;
and

b. Master of Public Policy and Management from the University of Melbourne.
CALC's involvement in solar/new energy tech and buy now pay later
8. Energy is an essential service and the energy system is rapidly transitioning to new
technologies. Coupled with the growth in the range of finance options for investment in nontraditional energy sources, it is CALC's experience that consumers are finding it increasingly
complex, confusing and risky to make decisions about their energy supply.
Campaigns and Iegal advocacy
g.

CALC has long campaigned for better consumer protections for consumers using deferred
payment options - buy now pay later ("BNPL") products - in the solar market. The campaign

k
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includes assisting individuals in their disputes with BNPL providers and solar panel suppliers,
making complaints to regulators on behalf of individuals harmed, and making submissions to
the regulator and government on the harm caused by BNPL providers and solar panel
suppliers.
10.

Between 2016 and 2019, CALC's Iegal practice represented 27 clients with issues arising
from the conduct of BNPL provider Certegy (a subsidiary of FlexiGroup now trading as
Humm). In 2018 alone, CALC provided Iegal advice to 33 consumers experiencing harm
caused by Certegy.

Complaint to the Australian Securities and Investments Commission
11. In20l3,CALCmadeadetailedcomplainttotheAustralianSecuritiesandlnvestments

Commission ("ASIC") that Certegy was providing credit and therefore ought to be regulated
under the National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009 ("NCCPA") and the National Credit
Code ("NCC").
12.

In 2015, CALC provided four client case studies exhibiting the consumer harm caused by the
conduct of Certegy to ASIC for consideration.

13. In20l6and20l7,CALCconsultedwiththeACCCandASICabouttheconsumerharmbeing
caused by Certegy.

14. In 2018, CALC supplied client case studies to ASIC upon request as part of its Report 600:
Review of Buy Now Pay Later Arrangements published on 28 November 2018. Four of those

case studies were published in that report, two of which related to Certegy. CALC's case
studies were the only case studies published in that report.
Complaint to ConsumerAffairs Victoria

15. In20l6,CALCmadeacomplainttoConsumerAffairsVictoria("CAV')aboutninesolarpanel
providers using Certegy.
16. In2018,CALCsentalistofthe78enquirieswereceivedaboutsolarpanelissuesin2017-

2018 to CAV for consideration. Many of these enquiries related to solar panel providers using
Certegy.

Ka
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Submission to the Senate Economics References Committee

17.

In 2019, CALC wrote to the Senate Economics References Committee in its Inquiry into the
Credit and financial services targeted at Australians at risk of financial hardship detailing the

consumer harm caused by the unsolicited sale of solar panels and Certegy finance to a client.
Legal advocacy work and complaints regarding Brighte
18.

In addition to Certegy, CALC has also provided advice to consumers and community workers,
represented clients and made complaints to regulators regarding the conduct of Brighte
Capital Pty Ltd ("Brighte"). Based on CALC's experience, Certegy (now Humm) and Brighte

are the two primary providers of BNPL products in the solar market. Since 2019, CALC has
represented three clients in disputes with Brighte and made one complaint to ASIC and one
complaint to CAV and the ACCC.
Reports
19.

CALC's 2019 Sunny Side Up1, 2017 Knock it off.l2 and 2016 Power Transformeda reports
have drawn on CALC's legal assistance work in order to recommend changes to strengthen
the consumer protection regime for new energy products, reduce harm caused by door to
door sales and improve trust and consumer outcomes in the transforming energy market.

20.

Exhibit GB-1 includes extracts of CALC's most recent report, Sunny Side Up, as relevant to
risks to consumers that arise from the offering of unregulated BNPL in connection with the
marketing and sale of residential solar panels.

CALC's participation in authorisation of the New Energy Tech Consumer Code
21.

In August 2017, CALC joined with industry associations, Energy Consumers Australia
("ECA") and consumer advocacy organisations to form the Behind The Meter Working

Group ("Working Group"), which was tasked by the COAG Energy Council to develop an
industry code for new energy tech.

' Consumer Action Law Centre, 2019. Sunny Side Up; Strengthening the Consumer Protection Regime for Solar Panels
in Victoria.

2 Consumer Action Law Centre, 2017. Knock it off! Door-to-door sales and consumer ham in Victoria
3 Consumer Action Law Centre, 2016. Power Tmnsfomied; Unlocking effective competition and trust in the transfomiing
energy market

4
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22.

Between October 2017 and March 2019, the Working Group met regularly to progress the
development of a draft Code with a focus on better consumer outcomes. The Working
Group agreed that the Code would, among other things, clearly set out commitments
to consumers, follow the typical customer journey, be principles-based and focus on good
customer outcomes and be a mechanism to deliver Consumer Information Products to
allow customers to make informed decisions.

23.

In November 2018, the Working Group produced a draft Code for consultation.

24. On27November2018and17December2018,lparticipatedintheCEO-ledgroupfrom
the Working Group to develop a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) about how
the governance, stewardship and administration of the draft Code could be managed.
25. At the same time, CALC participated in the consultation on the draft Code and provided
written feedback to improve the effectiveness of the Code and consumer protection,
namely that:
a.

the name of the code should be readily understood by the public;

b. the code should promote consumer protection as a means to ensuring innovation
benefits consumers;
C.

the code should prohibit all forms of unsolicited selling, or require an 'opt-in' model
for unsolicited selling;

d. the code should require signatories to only deal with credit providers that are
appropriately regulated; and
e.

the sanctions available for breach of the code should be robust and the code should

not unduly limit their application.

26. lnMarch20l9,theWorkingGroupproducedafurtherandextensivelyreviseddraftCode
following the consultation process.
27. lnApril20l9,thedraftCodewassentbytheAustralianEnergyCouncil,CleanEnergy
Council, ECA and Smart Energy Council (together, the "Authorisation Applicants") to the
ACCC for authorisation.

28. BetweenMayandNovember20l9,CALCmadeseveralsubmissionstotheACCConthe
authorisation of the draft Code.
a.

Exhibit GB-2 is a copy of CALC's submission made on 21 May 2019.

&
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b. ExhibitGB-3isacopyofCALC'ssubmissionmadeon20September2019.
C.

Exhibit GB-4 is a copy of CALC's submission made on 7 November 2019.

29. During this time, I also participated in the pre-decision conference on the draft Code, on
behalf of CALC. At that conference, l reiterated that CALC strongly supported clause 24 of
the Code as originally formulated, and that CALC is aware of significant harm suffered by
residential solar consumers who have signed up to BNPL arrangements, including with
Flexigroup and Brighte.
CALC's intended involvement in the Tribunal review

30. CALC's proposes to submit to the Tribunal that signatories to the Code should be permitted
to offer only deferred finance arrangements that are regulated under the NCC and through
credit providers that are licenced under the NCCPA, as was originally proposed by the
proponents of the Code and was reflected in the ACCC's draft determination made on
1 August 2019. So far as I am aware the outcome for which CALC will contend is different
from the outcomes that I understand are likely to be contended for by the ACCC and by the
proponents of the Code (should they apply to participate or intervene in this review).
31. CALC seeks to intervene in this application in order to assist the Tribunal by tendering

evidence and providing submissions to the Tribunal, principally going to the nature and extent
of harm and risk caused to consumers through the widespread offering of unregulated BNPL
finance in the household solar market, and of the corresponding benefits that will likely be

realised from authorising the Code on terms that would prohibit signatories from offering
unregulated BNPL finance in connection with both solicited and unsolicited sales.
32. I consider that CALC will be uniquely placed to provide that evidence and those submissions

to the Tribunal, in view of its long experience in acting for, and advocating on behalf of,
financially-vulnerable residential solar consumers.

AFFIRMED by the deponent
at Melbourne on 21 February 2020
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Certificate identifying annexure

This is the annexure marked GB-1 now produced and shown to Gerard Brody at the time of
affirming his affidavit on 21 February 2020.
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Consumer Action Law Centre (Consumer Action) is an independent, not-

for-profit consumer organisation located in Melbourne, Australia. Our
purpose is to make life easier for people experiencing vulnerability and
disadvantage in Australia. We do this through financial counselling, legal
advice, legal representation policy, research and campaigning - enabling
us to Iead change to policy, laws and industry practice across a range of
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SUMMARY
There is a growing recognition that the energy market is changing
but the regulatory system is not keeping up. Rooftop solar
systems and other new energy products and services are growing
in popularity and are assuming a critical role in essential service
delivery, and yet, Iittle has been done in the way of regulatory
reform to ensure that current regulatory frameworks stay relevant
to the changing Iandscape.
The rapid growth of the solar industry, the
number of players entering and exiting the
industry, government financial incentives,
the complexity of the technology
being sold along with regulatory gaps
are creating an environment in which

Given these factors, now is an opportune
time to add to the discussions already
underway by doing a deep dive into the
current consumer protection regime as it

relates to new eriergy products, consider

consumer harm can thrive.

whether things could be done better
and how they could be done better. This

Through

report will address these topics, focusing
specifically on rooftop solar systems.

our

casework, Consumer

Action Law Centre (Consumer Action)

The report relies extensively on Consumer
Action's casework.

l

has witnessed this harm impacting the
people we help, usually people already
l

experiencing significant vulnerability.
But, we are not the only ones seeing it.
Others are reporting on the same or very
similar issues in the retail solar industry,
contributing to a discussion about the
need for change. Significantly, in 2017 the
Independent Review into the Electricity &
Gas MarketsinVictoria Reportwas released
recommending a number of changes in
order to improve the retail energy market
in recognition of the changing landscape
in this sector.

Consumer Action is a consumer advocacy
organisation based in Melbourne. The
casework relied on in this report has
been drawn from our lawyers, who
provide consumer and credit law advice
services to Victorians, or from our

financial counsellors, who provide free
financial counselling services to Victorians
experiencing financial hardship. Both
of these casework services are aimed at

assisting people experiencing vulnerability
or disadvantage.

4 :CONSUl'tlERA(:TIONLAWCENTRE'S(INNYS?DEUP:Stre!?gtheningtllecorlsllmet'p?'o(ecti0nteg?melot'solat'panelsinVic(oria
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From our casework experience, Consumer Action has observed a number of concerning trends in the retail solar
industry. The most common and pressing issues we have identified are:
*

failings in solar installations or grid connection;

*

inappropriate or unaffordable finance being offered to purchase solar systems;

*

misleading and high-pressure sales tactics in the context of unsolicited sales;

*

product faults and poor perFormance;

*

a lack of affordable dispute resolution;

*

business closures; and

*

poorly structured and highly problematic Solar Power Purchase Agreements (Solar PPAs).

The purpose of this repodis to contribute to a discussion,
already underway, about possible regulatory solutions
to the problems we are seeing in the emerging energy
market. By drawing on our casework, this report will
identifythe common issues faced by people in the new
energy market and will also explore possible solutions
to these problems. The report will specifically focus on
solar panels as an example of a new eriergy product.
t-Iowever, it is hoped that the principles drawn out
in this report can be applied more broadly to other
new energy products and services requiring two or
more parties to achieve full and final delivery. The
problems we are seeing with solar panels may repeat

*

connected to the grid, unless people elect
to take responsibility themselves;
*

ambit;
Unsolicited sales should be banned;
@

*

emerging energy technology in Australia unless we
take the opportunity to prevent their spread.

A number of possible regulatory solutions and their
likely impacts are explored in this report. Hovvever,
we argue that the following reforms ought to be
preferred:

The national consumer credit laws should

be amended so that all buy now, pay later
finance arrangpmpnts fall within their

and manifest themselves in relation to other new and

This report explores a range of solutions to these
problems but ultimately argues that a regulatory
response is necessary. Our casework, external
reports and corroborative data published by other
organisations and the realities of the alternative nonregulatory solutions, together form a significant body
of evidence justifying regulatory intervention.

Solar retailers should be responsible for
ensuring that solar panels are properly

A to-year statutory warranty applying
to the whole solar system should be provided by solar panel retailers;
The jurisdiction of the Energy and Water
Ombudsman Victoria (EWOV) should be
extended to include the retail sale of new

energy products and services;
*

A solar default fund should be estab-

Iished to provide compensation to those
entitled to compensation but unable to
access it due to the insolvency of a solar
retail business; and
Solar panel purchase agreements should
be included within the ambit of any new
or extended regulatory regime covering
new energy products and services, including the extension of EWOV's jurisdiction
to cover all new energy products.

s
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This is not the first time

ConsumerAction has reported
on the harm being caused
through poor business
practices of solar retailers.
Issues relating to solar products
were identified in our report,
PowerTransformed, published
in July 2016, focusing on the
changing energy market and
again in 2017 with our Knock it
Off! Report, which focused on
unsolicited sales.

Distinct from our earlier reports, this
report deals exclusively with the issues
surrounding the sale and installation of
solar panels.
We have identified the following common
themes that, in our view, highlight the
failings of the current consumer protection
regime:
0

*

*

misleading and high-pressure
the unsolicited sale of solar

panels;

Action continues to receive enquiries
*

*

Action received more solar related

inquiries in 2017 than in 2018, data

inappropriate or unaffordable
finance being offered to
purchase solar systems;

sales tactics in the context of

However, the issues we have previously
reported are not going away. Consumer
related to rooftop solar systems through
both of our legal and our financial
counselling services. While Consumer

failings in solar system installations or grid connection;

*

product faults;

a lack of affordable dispute
resolution;
business closures; and

collected by EWOV indicates that the
number of solar related complaints they
l

receIVe is inCreaSing!o

*

poorly structured and highly
problematic Solar Povver
Purchase Agreements (PPAs).

30
FOT example, in the 20 T 8 July to September quarter, EWOV received 496 solar complaints, 1 5% more than for the same period in
20l 7: Energy and Water Ombudsman Victoria, Res Onlrne 25 ? November 20I8 lNovember 2018) <tittps:llvmvv.ewov.com.aulrepor{slres-

online/20181 'l>.

j2 , CONSUMER ACTION LAW CENTRE , S(INNY SIDE UP: Stl'el :%"thenln,p tile cOtlSliAler pl'otectiol'. (egime fcii' solar panels in ViCtOl'ia
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Each of these issues and their potential regulatory

One difference between the types of solarissues being

solutions will be explored in more detail below.

seen by Consumer Action and those being observed
elsewhere' are issues surrounding 'community

EWOV appears to be seeing similar issues. EWOV
reported that for the July to September 2018 quarter,
it received a similar set of complaints including:
incorrect solar installation; solar power purchase

run solar farms' and eriergy storage devices such

agreements; misleading marketing; faulty inverters;
solarinstallation delays; faulty solar PVs; inappropriate
inverters; solar systems not working at full capacity;
and failures due to paperwork not being sent to the
electricity retailer or distributor. 3'

as batteries. Consumer Action has not received a

significant number of complaints relating to these
issues. That is not to say that these issues do not exist
or will not emerge in our casework, but rather, that
they are not being reported to us by our client base.
Therefore, these issues will not be addressed in this
report. We recognise that these issues may represerit
a growing area of concern, however, and may require
future consideration and research.

Eriergy arid Watet Ombridsman Vidotia, Res Online 25 - November 2078 (November 2018) <https:]]wwvv.ewov.com.aulreportsltes?onlinel20 1811 >.
32 EiiergyandWaterOmbui:IsmanVictoria,ResOnlrne25-November20l8%November20l8}<https:llwww.ewov.com.aulrepottslyes-onlinel20lBll>.
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L*.l.Overview
In this section of the report, we briefly
summarise the consumer protection laws
and non-Iegal regimes currently available
to households experiencing problems with
solar panels.

l

14

Currently, the main consumer protections
for people who purchase solar panels is
the Australian Consumer Law (ACL)33 and

to a Iesser extent the voluntary industry
codes. The most relevant codes are those

produced by the Clean Energy Council
(CEC) and Smart Energy Council (SEC).
Both the ACL and the codes contain quality
provisions and protection

assurance

from or prohibition of certain unfair sales

Where transactions include credit or other

arrangements to finance the purchase of
rooftop solar, the general consumer Iaws
relating to credit and finance apply. They
are the NCCPA, NCC and/or the ASIC Act.

The ASIC Act largely mirrors the consumer
protections contained in the ACL. The
NCC and the NCCPA contain unique
but very important protections around
unaffordable credit contracts, financial
hardship, and disclosure. Unfortunately,
however, most finance arrangements
we see associated with the purchase of
rooftop solar systems are structured in a
way to avoid NCC and NCCPA regulation.
The CEC and SEC industry codes also try to
address issues relating to finance but only
go some waytowards solvingthe problem.

practices.
l
J

33 ContainedwithintheCompetilionandConsumerAct20'lO{Cth)asaschedule.
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GENERAL CONSUMER AND CREDIT LAWS

(ApplicabliIe to Hoort0p bolar Iransaction)
r
P
Prrll

Non-financial Products

Financial Products

and Services

and Services
Credit Product

ASIC

ACL

NCCPA & NCC

* offers consumer protection

* quality assurance
* protection from certain
unfair sales practices

similar to ACL but for financial

it mandatory licensing regime
for 'credit activities'

products and services

* protects people from

it consumer guarantees

irresponsible lending
* mandatory membership of
AFCA

* disclosure requirements
ul

U
ffi

OTHER

o

(Applicable to Rooftop SolarTransaction)

3

Corporations Law

Contract Law

art

E

* relevant when solar panel retail businesses that
have closed down or are in the process of closing

* breachoftermsofsolaragreements
* breach of voluntary warranties

m
Q

1

down

L

* regulates the openign and closing of business
* sets out what a company's legal responsibilities

?

m

and Iiabilities are when they close down

m
(U
J

l

LAWS r'rrl 11 ATlf% THF TRADIT?ONAL ENERGY MARKET
(Limited App4icaition tn Rrioftop SolarTransactions)
Victorian

Federal Iaws applicable

Federal Iaws not

to Victoria

adopted in Victoria

s ElectricitylndustryAct>ooo
(Vic)

it ElectricitySafetyActigg8Vic)
* NationalElectricity(Victoria)

l

it NationalElectricityLaw(NEL) i+ NationalEnergyRetailLaw
(NERL)

Act 2005 (Vic)
* Essential Services Commission

Act 2001 (Vic)

r
H

S

,io

*-$3

(? a;
-=E
ok
:=s!!!
L

y
voiuntar%f

If

l

The CEC code

* created by the Clean Energy Council (CEC)
* membership-based peak body representing
the renewable energy industry in Australia
* standard s year warranty
x providesforwarningsbutdoesn'tdisallow
unregulated credit providers
x allows unsolicited selling
x limited role in dispute resolution

1

Industry Codes
The SEC Code

it createdbytheSolarEnergyCouncil(SEC)
* membership-based peak body for the solar,
storage and smart energy market in Australia
x not authorised by ACCC
x Iess effective consumer protection standards
x wide 'defences' to breact'i allegations
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.2 Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 (Cth)
(CCA) and the Australian
Consumer Law (ACL)
The ACL is contained within the CCA. The aims of the

CCA are to enhance the welfare of Australians through
the promotion of competition and fair trading and to
provide for consumer protection.34 These protections
are generally available to all consumers in their
disputes with traders about domestic or household
goods and services but do not apply to financial
products (such as loans or credit cards) and services

Consumer guarantees
The ACL provides automatic guarantees when a
person buys non-financial goods and services. These
guarantees exist regardless of any other additional
voluntary warranties provided by a supplier, retailer,
manufacturer or installer.37The guarantees are divided
into those that apply to services and those that apply
to goods.
The guarantees provide that all goods must:
be of acceptable quality; 38
*

(such as financial advice).35

correspond with the description, sample or
demonstration model;4o

The ACL is divided into five sections. The first section
contains anintroduction.The second section deals with

have spare parts and facilities available for
the repair of the goods for a reasonable
amount of time after the goods were supplied;" and

general consumer protections such as the prohibition
against misleading or deceptive conduct. The third
section contains specific consumer protections such
as the consumer guarantees which, amongst other
things, assure people of the quality and performance
of goods and services they buy. The fourth section

where express voluntary warranties are
given by the manufacturer or supplier of
the goods, that those warranties will be

creates several criminal offences relating to safety
and unfair practices.36 The fifth section deals with

honoured.'

enforcement and remedies such as who can be found

legally responsible for breaches of the ACL and what
entitlements people have when they suffer harm
because of an ACL breach.The sections of the ACL that

The ACL guarantees that services will:
*

are most relevant to the issues under consideration
*

in this report are identified in the remainder of this
section.

'

be fit for any purpose a person made known
to the trader;39

be perFormed with due care and skill;43

will be fit for any particular purpose or
intended result made known by a person to
the supplier;44 and
will be supplied within a reasonable time.45

34 CornpetrtionandConsumerAcl20lO{(l'ii}s2.
35 CompetrlronandConsumerAct20lO{Cth}sl31A.

Consumers generally cannot start a couy( case for redress under these offence provisions and ttiererore they will 110( be discussed airy further in this report.
Although once vvayranties aye voluntarily given, the ACL then creates an additional guarantee that vvaryanties will be adtiered to. This means (hat if the supplier or
manufacturer gives addiLional warranties in i'elaLion to their products, consumers can take legal action both under the ACL and under con(ract law in cases of warranky
36

37

breach.
38 ACL s 54.
39 ACL s55.
40 ACL SS 56- 57.
41 ACLs58.
42

ACL S 59. Tl'lere are also a num5er of gklaranfees {ha{ prov:de assuLarlces fo coTlsllmers {hat fFle goods they pLlr(?hase wlll be fFle:rs fo possess, sell I?F dfspose of as tFleJ
choose and tha( the goocls are free from securities or other encumbrances: ACL ss 51 - 53.
43 ACL s 60.
" ACLs61.
aa ACL s 62.
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Generally speaking, these guarantees will apply to
rooftop solar retailers, solar installers and some may
apply to the manufacturer of the panels.
While the consumer guarantees will also apply to
electricity retailers, such as AGL, they only apply in
relation to the goods and services supplied by the
electricity retailer, meaning the supply of electricity
to their customers. Because electricity retailers and
distributors are notinvolved in the retail supply of solar
panels or their installation, they will not ordinarily be
found to have breached the ACL guarantees.

If the consumer guarantees are breached, the
ACL creates several remedies depending on the
degree of the breach and the circumstances of the
case. They include repair, replacement, refund and
compensation.4s
Should a disagreement arise about a person's
entitlement to one of these remedies, people can
eriforce their rights by taking the supplier of the
goods or services to court or to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT).47 While Consumer

Affairs Victoria (CAV) provides some conciliation
services, there is no dedicated alternative dispute
resolution body for breaches of the ACL.

Unsolicited consumer

agreements

Unsolicited consumer agreements are ones in which:49

the agreement is made by telephone or at
a place other than the supplier's place of
business;

the person did not invite the salesperson to
come to the place or make a telephone call;
and
*

Put simply, unsolicited consumer agreements are
made between individuals and uninvited door-to-

door salespeople or through cold call telemarketing.
They also include circumstances where a person is
approached by a trader at an unusuallocation or public
place, away from the trader's place of business. This
could include a supermarket or a car park. However,
as discussed in this report will also use the term
'unsolicited sales' or 'unsolicited selling' to refer to
unsolicited consumer agreements of the kind defined
by the ACL.
Assuming the type of sale meets the legal definition of
an 'unsolicited consumer agreement,' the ACL places
a number of obligations on the seller when negotiating
the agreement. They include that an unsolicited seller:
*

The ACL contains specific protections around
unsolicited consumer agreements. As highlighted in
several reports published by ConsumerAction,4a solar
*

panels are regularly sold using this sales method.

the price of the goods and services were
over $ioo orthe price was not ascertainable
when the agreement was made.5o

must not call on a person on a Sunday, a
public holiday or before gam or after 6pm
on any other day;5"

as soon as possible and before starting to
negotiate a sale, must clearly tell a person
oftheir purpose and identify themselves;5a
must leave a property immediately upon
request;53

46 AustralianCompetitionandCorisumerCommissioii,ConsumerGriarantees:AGuideforConsumers{2013),13<hups:Ilwwvg.accc.gov.aulsys{emlfiles/Consumer%20
Guaranteeso/o20A%20guide%20}or%20consumers O.pdf>.
47 AustralirmConsumerLawandFairTradingAct20I2{Vic}ss7-8,184;ACLss2S9.267,271.
48 Consumer At:tion Law Cen{ye. Loddon Campaspe Community Legal Centre and WEstjustice. Knor:k it off.l (November 201 7) <https://policy.consumerac(ion.org.au/
wp-conl:en(/uploads/sites/I 3/201 7/ I X IKyiock-i{-off-Consvmer-Actiori-l.aw-Centye-November-201 7.pdf>; Constimet Acyiiin Law Centye. Power Transformed (luly 2016) <h((ps://
consri meyactiori.org.aulwp-coii{enx/v ploads/20 1 61071Povver-Transfotmed-Consumet-Actioo-Law-Cen{re-] uly-20 1 6.ydf>.
49 ACLS69(1).

so The a3Leement must also: OCCI?T in trac]e or €ommeLce: be an agreement fo( the supply of goods or services to a consumei'; and be made as a resLllt of negotiations
between a dealer and a consumer: ACL s69(1 ).
51 ACLs73.
s2 ACL S 74.
53 ACL s 75
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must tell people about their right to termi-

*

*

nate the agreement;

must tell people how they can terminate;54

*

and

written information must also be given
about a person's termination rights in a
form prescribed by the Iaw.s5

*

Once the agreement is made, the ACL provides people
with a right to terminate the agreement within a
certain time. This is often referred to as the cooling off
period.

In relation to the contract document, the ACL also
requires that:

the seller must give the person a copy
of the agreement immediately, or, if the
agreement was negotiated over the phone,
within s business days;56

*

*

@

the agreement document must clearly set
out the seller's name and business detailsl'
must be clear and transparent,58 and must
contain all of the terms including the total
price to be paid to the consumer or how the
total price is to be calculated;59
the front page of the agreement must
have a clear, obvious and prominent
notice informing the person of their right
to terminate"o and must be signed by the
consumer;6' and

the agreement must contain a form that
can be used by a person to terminate the
agreement.'

The termination period or the 'cooling off period' is
generally 'io days from the date a person receives a
copy ofthe ag reement."-' However, iftheACL provisions
relating to unsolicited consumer agreements are
breached by the seller, the termination period
increases to 3 or 6 months, depending on the type of
breach.64

A person is permitted to terminate the aqreemerit
within the cooling off period"s and any related contract
or instrument is void.66 This means the supplier must
promptly return any money paid underthe agreement
and must notify any related credit provider.67 That
being said, the law around a person's termination
rights against a third party finance provider are
complex and hard to understand.6a

The objectives of these unsolicited consumer
agreements provisions are to provide additional

consumer protection in situations where people might
experience additional vulnerability or disadvantage
due to the nature of the sales process.69
The additional protections recognise that the risk
of high pressure sales are greatest in situations of
unsolicited selling because people do not expect
to be approached by a trader, they do not have the
option of walking away or it may be unclear that they
are entering into a contract (as can occur over the

phone).7o The psychological underpinnings contained

54 ACL s 76.
55

See: ACL s 77(b)-ld); Cornpetitron and Consurner ReguMrons 20lO lCth), teg 84.

56 ACL s 78.

57 ACL s 791d).
58 ACL s 79(e) and (f).
59 ACL s 79(a).
60

61

ACL s 79(b); Competition and Consumer Regulations 20 10 (Cth), reg 85.
ACL ss 79(b)(iii); Cornpe{mon and Consrimer Regulations 2010. reg, 86.

62 ACL s 791c%i).
63 ACL s 82(3).
64 ACL ss 821c)-(d).
65 ACL s 82(I ).
66 ACL s 831l).

67 Aus{ralianCompeyition&ConsumerCommission,Telemarketing&door-ro-doorsales<https:/Iwww.accc.Bov.aril<ot'isumerslsales-deliveryltelemayke{ing-rloot-{o-dooysales#your-consumer-tights>.

If the finance is credit regulared by the NCC and the provider is a alinked credit providera (as denned by the NCC). s 1 35 provides purchasers with an entitlement to
(erminate a tied loan or tied con(inumg cre':li( contract. If the finance is not regulated credi(, s 83 of the ACL s(ates that any rela{ed contract is void. Whe{her linarV:e is
regulated b/ (he NCC is a complex question based on a series 01 legal definitions related to the concept of aCreC]it.'
59
Explanatory Memotandum, Trade Praciices Amendment (Australian Consumer Law) Bill (No.2) 20 1 0 (Cth), 465-466 <https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parllnfo/download/
legi sl atto n/ e m s/ r433 5?e ms?8a 3cd 823-3cT b-4892-b9e7-081 6704040571 u ploa d?pdf/ 340609. pdf:fi leTy pe = a ppl icaiio n%2 Fp df>.
68

70 lbid.
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within the in home sale context and the emotional

These factors also increase the risk of unsuitable or

manipulations employed by some in-home sellers
may also negatively impact upon a person's decision
making abilities.7aThese issues were explored in ajoint
research project conducted by Deakin University and
Consumer Action in zo:io.7o Unsolicited selling also
occurs where information asymmetry in favour of the
seller is more Iikely.73

high pressure sales and therefore the risk of harm.

Unlike in other retail settings, people confronted
with unsolicited selling are unlikely to have engaged
in product comparisons, sampled the product74 or
have had the benefit of shopping around to place
downward pressure on prices that the open market
place can sometimes offer. It has also been found that
the following factors are more likely to be present in
cases of unsolicited sales than in other retail settings:75
retailers use moral pressure to try to create
an obligation of reciprocity by, for example,
providing free gifts;
*

the goods are unique, making comparisons
more difficult;

In the explanatory memorandum to the ACL, it was
also acknowledged that unsolicited selling practices
can cause inconvenience and can be perceived as
threatening.7"

Misleading and deceptive sales
The ACL provides both a general protection against
misleading or deceptive conduct" and specific
protections against unfair practices including
misleading claims about goods or services.7a

The general protection prohibits misleading or
deceptive representations by traders along with
representations that are Iikely to mislead or
deceive.79 The specific protections in the ACL prohibit
businesses from engaging in a range of misleading
representations, distinctly articulated in the ACL,
about goods or services. They include that a business
must not:so

make false or misleading representations
*

*

*

the goods are complex or unfamiliar and so
people find it difficult to rely on their own
judgement;

that goods or services are of a particular
standard, quality, value or grade;8'
make false or misleading representations
that goods or services have approval, performance characteristics, uses or benefits;'

the relationship between the retailer and
the people they target is not ongoing
because the product is a one-off purchase;
the consumer is in a situation in which they
are vulnerable or disadvantaged.

and
*

make false or misleading representations

concerning the existence, exclusion or
effect of any condition, warranty, guarantee, right or remedy.83

7l

Paul Harrison e( al, aShu(tiiig the Gates: an analysis of the psychology of in-home sales of educational sof?aye' (Research Discussion Papet. Deakin University and

Corisumer Action Law Cent:re, Varcti 2C)l O) < https://constimeraction.org.ari/wp-contem/uploads/2012/04/Shu(ting-(he-Gates.pdf>.
72 Toid.

Explanatory Memorandum, Trade F'racxices Amendmen( (Aus(ralian Coiisumer Law) Bill (No.2) 2010 (Cth), 465 =..https://parlinTo.aph.gov.au/parllnfo/download/
legislation/ ems/r4335?ems?8a3cd823-3cl b-4892-b9e7?08 1 670404057/u pload?pdf/340609.pdf;fileType=a pplication%2Fpd l>.

73

"4 lbid 466.

Consumer Aflairs Victoria. Cooling-off perrods rn Vrctorra: Iherr use, nature. cost and implltations (I S lanuary 2009) <ht(ps://www.consumer.vic.gov.au/library/publica(ions/
resocirces-and-educationlresearchlcooling-off-periods-tri-vi<{oria-{tieir-use-naruye-cost-and-implications-2009.(>df>: Also see. Explanatory Memorandum. Ttade Practices
Amendment (Australian Consumer law) Bill (No.2) 20lOlCtli), 465 <https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parllnfo/download/legislation/ems/r4335?ems?8a3cd823-3c 1 b-489275

b 9e7-0 81 6704040 57/ u ploa d?pdf/ 340609. pdf: f il eT'l p("a ppl ica ti on%2 Fpd l>.

Explanatory Vemoraiidum, Trade '?tactir.es Amendmen( (Australian Consumer Law) Bill (No.2) 2010(Cth), 467 <https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parllnfo/download/
legislation/ems/r433S ems?8a3cd823-3cTb-4892-b9e7-081670404057/upload?pdf/340609.pdf;fileType=application%2Fpdf>,
76

77 ACL ss 18-1 9.

78 AcLpt3.l div'l.

7 9 ACL s l 8; Also see. Australian Competition & Consumer Commission. Tertrary edutarron progmm: What rs mrsleading or deceplrve conduct? <https://vvvvvv.accc.gov.aul
aboLlt-us/tooIs-resou T ces/ c€a-edhlcakilxl-progr a ms/ tel {ianl-education-prog L am/false-OL-mislead ing-advertising-pr actices/INha (-is-misleadmg-or-deceptive-conduct>
80 ACL s 29.

81 ACLss29(l%a)-(b).

82 ACLs29m(g).
83 ACL s 29(1 )[m).
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If the general protection provision is breached, People who have fallen victim to unconscionable
a person can seek monetary84 or non-monetary
conduct can seek monetary9' or non-monetary
compensation ordersas for any loss and damage caused
compensation' for any loss and damage caused by
the breach and, should the need arise, can enforce
by the breach. Should a dispute arise about a person's
entitlement to one of these remedies, that person can
theirrightsatVcAT.93
enforce their ACL rights by taking the supplier of the
Unfair contract terms
goods or services to court or to VCAT.86

Unconscionable conduct

The ACL protects consumers from unfair contract
terms but only those that are not the main subject

The ACL prohibits unconscionable conduct in trade or

matter of the contract94 and those that are contained

commerce in relation to the supply or possible supply

in standard form contracts.gs The ACL gives the word

of goods and services.87The ACL does not define what
is meant by the term unconscionable conduct but it

'unfair' a particular legal definition. In relation to

is generally understood to mean conduct that is so

unfair terms are ones that: 96

consumer contracts forthe supply of goods or services,

harsh that it goes against good conscience.88 It is also
conduct that is more than simply unfair.89

cause significant imbalance between the
consumer and the supplier;

The ACL sets out a number of factors that may be
considered by a court when deciding whether conduct
is unconscionable or not. They include:

are not reasonably necessary to protect the
interests of the supplier; and
*

consumer;

whether the customer was able to under-

@

stand any contract documents;
*

cause a detriment to the consumer.

the bargaining positions of the supplier and

*

whether undue influence, pressure or unfair
tactics were used;

If there is a dispute about whether the supplier has
breached the unfair contract provisions of the ACL,
a consumer can apply to a court to have the term

declarer3 unfair9' and can seek compensation orders
for any Ioss and damage caused by the unfair term.98
The consumer would generally be able to take their
dispute to court orVCAT.

@

the amount, and circumstances under
which, a person could have acquired similar
goods or services;

*

any industry code; and
the terms of the contract.9o

ACL s 236. This report uses the term moiielary compensation broadly bur, note. the ACL re{eys to'actions for damages' (s 236) and acompensation otders etc. for
in%ured person< (s 237}.
85
ACL s 237. Non-monetary orders might indude voiding a contrac( or voiding some but nor all of a contraces tevms.
86 A(1ss236-237,2{definitionofacour(}:AustraHanConsurnerLawandFarrTradrngAcr20l2{Vic}ss7-8,184.
84

87 ACL, s 20.
88
89

Australian Competition & Consumer Commission. unconscronable conduct <hups://vtwur.accc.gov.au/businesslanti-compekiLive-behaviourlunconscioiiable-condvcr>.
Australian Compe(ition & Consiimer Commission, Unconscronoble conduc( <hffps://wvwv.accc.gov.au/business/anti-competitive-behaviour/unconscionable-conduct>.

90 ACL s 22(1 ).
91 ACL s 236.

92 ACL s 237. Non-mone(ary orders might include voiding a rontract or some of its terms.
93
ACL. ss 236-237, 21definitioii of acout'e}: Australran Consumer Lavi and Farr TradingArt 2012 (Vic) ss 7-8. I84.
94 ACL s 26.
95
96

See, ACL s 23( 1 ). Standatd form contrac(s aye contracts that are not negotiated and can include standard terms and conditions
ACL S 24. AISO see ACL S 23(3) (meaning of 'consumer contrace}.

97 ACL s 250.

98 ACL ss 237. 243.
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Linked credit contracts
As indicated above, the ACL generally does not apply
to financial goods and services. There is one exception
to this. The ACL makes some credit providers equally
responsible for certain breaches of the ACL by a
supplier but only where they are a 'Iinked credit
provider.' These provisions are technical, confusing
and difficult to navigate. In brief, however, the ACL
considers a credit provider and a supplier of goods
or services to be 'Iinked' where they have a business
arrangement related to the supply of goods or
services99 or where the supplier regularly refers their
customers for obtaining finance.'oo The ACL says a
linked credit contract includes when a person enters
into a credit contract for the purpose of buying goods
or services from a linked supplier.'o'

It could be argued, however, that VCAT should hear
cases against linked credit providers. The argument
would go that because linked credit provisions exist
under the ACL and jurisdiction has been coriferred on
VCAT by Victorian legislation'o3 to hear ACL disputes,
then VCAT should be able to hear claims againstlinked
credit providers.
t-lowever, this is a fairly nuanced legal argument
and one that may very well be lost on the VCAT staff
administering complaints.
lfVCAT is not available to people with disputes against
credit providers, the only dispute resolution option
available to them may be the courts.'o4

4.3 The Australian
Securities and Investments

These provisions will cover situations where, for
example, a solar panel retailer has an arrangement
with a finance provider under which the retailer
regularly arranges finance to enable their customers
to buy their solar panels. If this situation exists and
the supplier breaches one of a specific Iist of laws, the
linked finance provider will be equally responsible for
the supplier's breach.

Commission Act 2001 (Cth)
For the most part, the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth) (ASIC Act)

provides very similar consumer protections as the ACL.
t-Iowever, unlike the ACL, the consumer protections

While the effect ofthese provisions, as described here,
may be easy enough to digest, the laws themselves
are difficult for the averaqe person to navigate.

under the ASIC Act apply to financial products and
services.'o5 The ASIC Act will therefore only become
relevant to the sale of rooftop solar panels when people
enter into arrangements to finance the purchase of
the panels.

A person trying to navigate their way around these
Iaws will face further difficulty in knowing where to
take a dispute with a Iinked credit provider should the
need arise. This is because ordinarilyVCAT will not hear
disputes about financial products, services or credit.aoa

Except for a few deviations, the protections under
the ASIC Act largely mirror those of the ACL. In fact,
the Ianguage relating to unfair contract terms,'o6
unconscionable conduct,ao7 misleading or deceptive
conduct'o8 and the specific protections against certain

99 ACL s 2(a%iii).
'100 ACL s 2(b). Note, this is no( an exhaus}ive list of circutnstances OT contrac(s which the law considers {o be linked credit contracrs.
101 ACL s 278(2).

102 Sec!ion 1 87 o{ the National Consumet Cyedit Protec(ion Act 2009 (Cth) omits VCAT {rom Rs exhaustive list: of cour(s tha( can heay a civil disptike ihntler tha( Act. In
contrast. (he ASIC Act does contain a provision pi'oviding a list oT cour(s or tribunals provision ?ha( can heat a claim under (he ASIC At:t. Howevet. it is nevertheless generally
accepted (ha( VCAT does not have jurisdiction to hear claims rinder the ASIC Ac( because jurisdiction has nol been expyessly conferred on VCAT to do so by a Vid:orian AC+ of
Parliameii(. Also see: Vktorian Civil and Administralive Tribunal A<t 1998 (Vic) ss 40-43, 3(definitioii of a'enabling enactmenea and aaenacmeVa}: Ac+s Interpretmion Act 1984 (Vic) s
38; Aus{ralian Consiimer Law and Farr Ti'adingAct 2012 lVic) ss 184(1), 8? ACL s 2 (de(iniiions of a'consumer", a'goods" and a'seyvices'a}; CCA ss 131, 1 31A.
103 Arislralian Consumer Law r:ind Fair TradlngAct 2012 [Vic). ss 8. 182. Also. {he ACL does not define the word acredit' eithet by te (erente to the NCCPA oy a( all. So. khe
distinction be?ween regulatecl and +invegulated credit does riot appeay to have aoy implications in this situation.
104 A peyson may be able to take their complaint to the Australiaii Financial Complaints Arithority (AFCA). This depends on whet)'ier the ctedit provider is regulated oy is a
member of AFCA. Coiisi.imet Action has observed that many credit providets involved in the finance of rooftop solat panels aye not regulated.
105 See wording of ASIC Act ss 1 2BF, I 2CA, I 2CB. 1 2DA, I 2DB. Also see: ASIC Act ss 1 2BAB (definition of 'financial service;), 1 2BAB(I %a)-(c), 1 2BAB( IAA). 1 2BAA (defini(ion of
afinancial ptoducY}.
106 ASICActss 12BF-12BM,
107 ASICActssl2CA-T2CC.
108 ASICActssl2DA.
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false or misleading claims"o9 is almost identical under
both laws. The ASIC Act warranty provisions are
also fairly similar, in effect, to the ACL guarantee
provisions."o

From a consumer's perspective, the major difference
between the ASIC Act and ACL consumer protection
regimes relates to the forums available for dispute
resolution. It is generally accepted that VCAT does
not have jurisdiction to t'iear disputes about financial
services or products." If the financial product or
service is not regulated by the NCC or NCCPA, the
only avenue for redress are the courts. Running a
case through court is an expensive, risky, technically
challenging and stressful process.
The ASIC Act also does not have comparable
unsolicited consumer agreement provisions. However,
businesses that solicit 'credit' (as defined in the
national credit laws) in door-to oor sale situations are

required to hold alicence and comply with the national
credit laws." These laws are discussed immediately
below. This may have the effect that people selling
non-financial goods or services, such as solar panels,
are unlikely to offer regulated credit because, if they
did, it would mean that they (the solar panel retailer)
would be legally required to hold a credit licence.

6 The National Consumer
Credit Protection Act 2009

(cth) (NCCPA) and the
National Credit Code (NCC)
The NCCPA creates a mandatory Iicensing regime for
businesses engaging in 'credit activities"-' a nd imposes
obligations on these licensees. It also contains the
NCC. Both the NCCPA and the NCC provide important
provisions to protect people from harmful lending
practices. The NCCPA and NCC will not be relevant to
all cases involving rooftop solar panels. It will only be
triggered in some cases involving the use of particular
kinds of finance arrangements to purchase the panels.

lmportantly, the NCCPA requires that all licensed
credit providers lend responsibly, and ensure that
credit contracts are 'not unsuitable' before entered

into with the consumer." Generally, the responsible
lending obligations placed on licensees require that
Iicensees, in determining suitability, make inquiries
about and take steps to verify:
a person's requirements and objectives in
obtaining the credit; and
whether the person can afford the credit
without suffering financial hardship. "5
The NCCPA states that licensed credit providers must
be a member of the Australian Financial Complaints
Authority (AFCA)."6 AFCA is the external dispute
resolution service that recently replaced the Financial
Ombudsman Service and the Credit and Investments

Ombudsman. AFCA is not a government agency or
a regulator. AFCA's dispute resolution service is free
for consumers and aims to operate in a way that
is accessible, independent, fair, accountable and
'oa ASIC Ad s 1 2DB.

1 I O Rather Lhan provide a (,,uarantee in relation (o the provision of financial services, the ASIC Acrs warrany provisions have the effect of creating implied conjract (erms in
contracts fix Tinancial seyvices thai the services will be tendered with due care and skill and any mateyials supplied in connection with the services will be reasonably fit (or
(he purpose foy which (hey are sllpplied: ASIC Ad S I 2ED.
l l 1 Due to the cor'nbined interpretation of (he following legislative provisions lor omissioiis): Victorran Civil and Admrnrslrarive n'rbunal Act 7998 (Vic) ss 40-43, 3 (deTini(ion of
a'enabling enactmenea and a'enac(ment'a): Acts lnlerpretalron kt 1984 (Vic) s 38: jurisdiction has not been expressly conferred by an Act of the Victorian Parliament for VCAT to
+iear a daim under Payt 2 of (he ASIC Act; Austrolron Consumer Law and Farr TmdingAcL 2012 lVic) ss 1 84( 1 ). 8: ACL. s 2 ldefinitions of aaconsumer'. =goods'a and "servicesa'): CCA.
ss l 31 , 1 31 A (financial services excluded from the maior% of the ACL).
112 NCCPA s 29; Natronal Consumer Credit Proleclron RegulaLions 2010 (C(h). r 2314).
113 Seegenerally.NCCPAch2.
114 Seegeneyally,NCCPAch3.
1 15 See generally. NCCPA ch 3.
116 NCCPAs47(i).
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efficient. This is an extremely important aspect of
the NCCPA from a consumer perspective because a
person can utilise AFCA"s dispute resolution to enforce
their NCC or NCCPA rights instead of going to court.

d. the credit provider provides the credit in the
course of a business of providing credit ...
or incidentally to any other business of the
credit provider...

The NCCPA contains the NCC. The NCC also provides a
number of important consumer protections including:

Even if the above elements are met, the NCC contains

*

*

*

the required form of a credit contract;"7
disclosure obligations;"8

the regulation offinancial hardship arrangements.'o

However, the NCCPA and the NCC do not apply
to all credit arrangements. Through a series of
interconnected and extremely wordy Iegislative
definitions, the consumer protections afforded by
both the NCCPA and NCC are triggered only where the
following four elements are met:"
a.

the debtor is a natural person or a strata
corporation; and

b. the credit is provided or intended to be provided wholly or predominantly:
(i) forpersonal,domestirorhousehold
purposes; or

(ii) to purchase, renovate or improve
residential property for investment
purposes; or

(iii) to refinance credit that has been
provided wholly or predominantly
to putr?hase, renovate or improve
residential property for investment
purposes; and
C.

is fixed and not interest based.a"

restrictions on fees, charges and interest
for certain credit contracts; and"9

*

a number of exemptions, excluding some kinds of
credit from the operation of the NCCPA and NCC. One
such exemption is for 'continuing credit contracts'
under which the only charge made under the contract

Several businesses that we have seen working with
rooftop solar retailers have argued that they do not
engage in the type of credit activity or provide the type
of credit regulated by the NCCPA and NCC. Usually
there are two purported bases for this argument."3
The first is that they say they do not make a charge for
providing credit and therefore do not meet element
(c) listed above. The second is that they fall within
the continuing credit exemption in that the only fee
they charge is one that is fixed and does not fluctuate
based on the amount of credit under a contract. That

is, 'interest free' loans. t-lovvever, under these Ioans
fixed fees can be applied such as establishment,
administration, monthly and Iate fees.
Where finance arrangements do not meet this
nuanced legal definition of credit, individuals miss out
on basic yet important protections that the NCC and
the NCCPA offer. Because it's a finance arrangement,
the ACL does not apply (except where thelinked credit
provisions are met) and so individuals are onlyleft with
the ASIC Act for protection. This means that the ACL
and VCAT are not available for dispute resolution. The
only option available for consumers wishing to enforce
the limited legal rights that they do have, is to go to
court. Court is a risky, stressful and costly option.

a charge is or may be made for providing the
credit; and

117 Seegenerally,NCCpt2divsl,5.
118 Seegenerally,NCCpt2divsl.5.
119 Seegeneyally,NCCpt2divs3,4.
120 Seegenerally.NCCpt4div3,pt5div2.
121 NCCs5il).
122 tqccss(5).

123 ASIC. Report 600: ReView of buy now pa9 later aTrangements {NoVember 201 8). 7 <https://download.asic.gov.au/media/4957540/rep600-published-07-dec-2Cll 8.pdf>.
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; Other - Contract law,

voluntary warranties and
corporations law

aspect of the law from a consumer's perspective is
that any remaining assets of an insolvent company
are distributed according to a Iegally defined list of
priorities upon which consumers' legal claims would
fall towards the bottom. If the company's liabilities

People buying solar panels may also have rights
against solar panel retailers under the contract law if

outweigh its assets, a consumer is unlikely to get their
claim paid out.

the terms of the contract are breached. Contract Iaw

may prove particularly useful where a solar retailer

Consumer Action is concerned that some solar retail

offers a warranty assuring the quality and durability of

companies and businesses might also be 'phoenixing."
Phoenixing refers to the fraudulent use of the
corporations law through the deliberate Iiquidation
of one company in order to start a new company
with virtually the same name.129 The assets of the old
company are then traris(errer3 to this new company,
thereby avoiding the payment of liabilities,13o such as
the payment of Iegal claims or debts. It is difficult to
prove illegal phoenixing conduct because ordinarily
there is nothing legally improper about a director
of a failed company immediately starting up a new
company so Iong as they have acted in accordance
with their r3irector's duties to the first company.

a solar product, in addition to the guarantees offered
in the ACL.124

The remedies available for a breach of contract may
be one of the following depending on the nature of
the breach: damages; specific perFormance (an order
from a court compelling the other party to peform
the contract); or termination.125 Individuals wishing to
enforce their contract Iaw rights against solar panel
retailers can make a claim in VCAT or a court.126

Certain parts of the corporations Iaw have become
relevant to Consumer Action's rooftop solar casework,
for example, when our clients have disputes against
solar panel retail businesses that have closed down or
are in the process of closing down.
The corporation Iaw generally affects our clients in
these circumstances in two ways. Firstly, a company
is a separate legal entity distinct from the people
that run it.127 This means when people have disputes

Lastly, the Do Not Call RegisterAct 2006 (Cth) reg ulates
telemarketing but not the formation of sales contracts
by telephone. The Do Not Call Register is a database
where individuals can list their phone numbers to
avoid receiving unsolicited telemarketing calls. The
Australian Communications and Media Authority
(ACMA) is responsible for the rer3ister under the Act.

against companies, their claim is against the company
and generally the persons behind the company are
immune from legal claims. When the company is gone,
there is no existing legal entity which a person can sue.
Secondly, there are strict rules relating to priority of
claims against companies that are winding up or in
liquidation. The terms 'winding up' and 'Iiquidation'
are used interchangeably to describe the process
of collecting the assets of a company, discharging
its debts and distributing any remaining assets.12a
This is a complex area of Iaw but the most salient
124 ACCC. Warranlres <https:llvmw.accc.gov.aulconsumersl<onsumet-rights-guayantees/wartanties>
125 Evelyn Tadros, Fitzroy Legal Service Inc.. Breach of Contra<t (30 june 2017) The Law Haiidbook <https://www.lawhandbook.org.au/201 8?07?01 ?05?breach of contrart>.
126 Austmdran Consumer Law and Farr TradrngAct 2012 (Vic) s 184.
127 Thomson Reriters. The Iaws of Australia [at 25 Novembey 20'l 3) 4 Business Organisations,'I Introduction' [4.L240].
128 Thomson Reuters, The Iaws of Australia (at 25 November 2013) 4 Business Organisa(ions,'7 Company Winding Upa {4.7.1 0l.
I 29 LexisNexis Austyalia, Encydopoedic Australraii Legal Drctionary (accessed 15 February 2018) aphoenix (radinga.
l 30 LexisNexis Australia, Enc'lclopaedic Mlstralian Legal DicUonary (accessed 15 Febrwary 2018) aphoenix tradinga.
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4.6 Self-Regulation: The
Clean Energy Council (CEC),
the Smart Energy Council
(SEC) and their codes of
conduct

The Clean Energy Council (CEC)
The CEC is a peak body representing the renewable
energy industry in Australia.l31 They are a memberbased organisation that works with renewable energy,
storage and installer businesses.132
The CEC runs a number of activities to support
improvements to the renewable energy industry. The
CEC:

*

*

maintains a voluntary Solar Retailer Code
of Conduct;
administers an accreditation scheme for

installers and designers of stand-alone or
grid connected solar PV systems; and
*

maintains a publicly available list of
accredited installersl33 and products that
meet Australian Standards for design and
implementation of solar panels.l34

' rebate program, 'Solar Homes Packagel'l35 and
the Commonwealth Government's Small-Scale

Renewable Energy Scheme.l36
The CEC Solar Retailer Code of Conduct (the CEC

Code) is a voluntary code for retail businesses selling
solar systems which has been aauthorised by the
ACCC. It aims to promote best practice in retail sales
and marketing activitiesl37 by setting standards for
pre-sale activities, post-sale activities, documentation
and general business (including complaint handling).
While there are some government incentives that
require recipients of the incentive to be signatories
the CEC code,"a at the date of writing, the Victorian
Solar Homes Package and the federal Commonwealth
Government's Small-Scale Technology Certificate
scheme do not have such a requirement. This is due
to change in the case of the Victorian Solar Homes
Package. On 22 March 2019, theVictorian Government
announced that, from I July 2019, the major solar
retailers participating in the Solar Homes program
will have to sign up to the CEC Code of Conduct.13g All
other retailers will have to be signed up by 1 November
zo-ig.l40
The CEC Code focuses on the retail side of solar

and therefore occupies a space distinct from CEC
accreditation. The CEC Code reiterates the legal
obligations of its signatories but also requires that its

The CEC's accreditation scheme focuses on

signatories comply with certain standards that are

developing technical competence in design and
installation of solar systems. It requires participants
to complete specific training courses and comply with
several codes, guidelines, standards and regulations

not otherwise legally articulated. In reiterating the
existing legal requirements, the CEC Code provides an

related to the technical side of installation and

including those relating to misleading and deceptive

design. CEC accreditation is required to access the

conductlal and unsolicited consumer agreements.l42

inclusive Iist of regulation with which signatories must
comply and re-states some of the keyACL protections

financial incentives under the Victorian Government

131 For trai'isparency, we note i}ia( Consumer Actiori CEO, Geyanj Brody, is the chary or the Clean Energy Councilas PV retail code of t:oiiduct: review panel.
132 CleanEnergyCouncil,Aboul<htkps:/lwvtw.cleaneriei'zycomcil.oyg.aulabou{>.
133 Clean Energy Council. Abom <https://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/about>.
134 Clean Energy Council, Prodiicts <https://www.solaraccrediiation.com.au/products.html>.
135 Solar Victoria, VictoTia Sta(e GoVel nment. 501(II' F'anel [PV) Rebate <https://wwVJ.solal'.VicgoV.a{]lSolal?[ebates/SolarJ?anel-Rebate>.
I 36 Clean Energy Council, Solm Retailer Cride of Conducr (Octobev 201 5), 4 <hrtp:]lwwvvsolaraccxeditakioo.som.ai.ih:Iamlsolay-accredlretailerslcode-oL-conduckiSolavJ?VRetailer-Coae-of-Cond ut: i/Solar-Retailer-Code-of-Conduct-Sept-2 01 S.pdr>.
137 lbid.

138 See: Clean Energy Cotincil, Tender opporlunities forApproved Solar ReWlers <http://vvww.solarar<reditation.rom.aulretailets/{enders.html>.
' 39 Ministet for Solat HomeS. ViCtoria Sta(e GOvetnment. Cutting P owet Bills with Solat Paiiels lot 650,000 Homes (22 March 2019) a? httpS://vvww.pT emieryic.gov.atilsolatreta il e r<od e-of-co n d ri ct-to-l ift-sta n da rd s/>.
140 ib:d.

!41 Clean Energy Corincil, Solar Rekailer Code of Conducl (Octobet 2015), cl 2. 1 .1 <http://wvvvvsolaraccreditakion.com.aoldamlsolar-accredlretailers/code-of-conductlSolarPV- Reta ile r-Code-of-Co n d ucU So la r- Reta ile r-Cod e-of-Co n d u ct-s ept-20 1 5.pdf>.
142 lbidds2.l.l,2.l.21b).
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Many parts of the CEC Code are otherwise not

or isolated breaches of the CEC Code include the

expressly articulated in the law. For example, it
requires signatories to provide a standard minimum
warranty period of five years, separate and in addition
to the ACL consumer guarantees.la3 The minimum
warranty covers the operation and performance of

temporary suspension of Signatories, Iisting breaches

the whole solar system including its workmanship
and products.l" If the warranty or ACL consumer

accreditation and therefore, at the date of writing at

guarantees are breached, the Code states that the

pass on government rebates and financial incentives

consumeris entitled to a remedy in the form of a repair
or replacement, provided within a reasonable time.145

to its customers. This may change once the proposed
changes to the Victorian rebate scheme rolls out from
1 July 2019. t-Iowever, for existing Code signatories to
be denied the benefit of the rebate scheme, they will
need to be removed as signatories of the CEC Code by

While the CEC Code provides welcome consumer
protections, it has limitations. Common to many
voluntary industry codes, the CEC Code does
not provir3e consumers with robust remedies or

on the CEC website and the provision of a written
strategy detailing how the signatory proposes to
rectify the breach to the Code Administrator.ls2
Breaching the CEC Code does not appear to affect
least, it will not impact the signatory's eligibility to

the Code administrator.

enforcement mechanisms. The Code Administrator

Compounding these enforcement issues is the CEC

does not o'Ffer a dispute resolution servicel46 and does
not provide support for a comprehensive system of

Code's relatively low take up levels across the industry.
Although it is gathering momentum, as of 7 January

proactive compliance monitoring. That being said,
the Code Administrator will investigate reports of
code violations by consumers, can apply sanctions1a7
and will undertake some proactive monitoring such as
audits and signatory visits.

2019, there were 185 CEC Code Signatories (i.e.
Approved Retailers) in Australia, 61 of which operate
in Victoria.1s3 To put this in perspective, by the end of

In cases of breach, the most severe sanction available
to the Code Administrator is to remove the retailer

as a signatory to the Code1a8 and publicising their
remoyal on their website.149 Being removed as
a signatory removes the benefits of being a CEC
approved retailer. The benefits include being eligible
for certain government tenders15o and the promotion
of the retailer on the CEC website as an approved,
and there'fore implicitly reliable, retailer. However,
removal of a retailer as signatory to the Code will
only occur upon serious, wilful, systemic or repetitive
breaches of the Code.l5l Sanctions for less severe

2017 there were nearly 5ooo accredited rooftop panel
installers around Australia.l5a Information provided
to Consumer Action by Clean Energy Council is that
while this is only a small proportion of the number of
retailers, CEC calculates that, CEC Approved Retailers
have installed 28% of rooftop solar by kW volume. So,
although the number of signatories is comparatively
low, the proportion of the market covered by the CEC
Code is significant and growing.
It must be noted that a broar3er code that will apply
to all new energy technologies is currently being
developed in response to a request from the Council
of Australian Governments (COAG) Energy Council.l55
At the date of writing, this code, the 'New Energy

143 lbid d 2.2.10.

144 Ibid d 2.2. I O lalthough. arguably, the ACL guaran(ee as to acceptable qciality woiild operate to tequire the solar system last at least s yeats}.
145 lbid cl 2.2.10(b).
146 lbid d 3.1.3.
147 lbid d 3.3.4.
148 Ibid ds 3.6.4 - 3.6.6.

149 lbid d 3.6.6.

l50 Clean Energy Council, Why sign the Solar RetaNer Ctide of Conducr? <hnps://vww.solaraccreditation.com.aulreiailers/vvhy-sign-rlie-code-of-conrloct.h{ynl>.
151 CIeanEnergyCouncil,SolarRetarlerCodeofConduct{October20'lS'l,cl3.6.4<http:I/wvvwsolaraccreditation.r?om.auldamlsolar-accredlre{ailers/code?of-conduc{lSolarPV- Reta ile r-C ode-of-Co n d ?i cU So la r-Reta il er-Co d e-of-C ond uct-S ept-20 1 s. pdf>.
152 Ibidcl3.6.l

l53 Clean Energy Corincil. Approved Solar Remrlers (accessed on 07 Januaty 2019) <h{tp:/lwww.solaraccreditation.<om.au/rekailets/approved-solar-retailers.html>.
' 54 Cole Latimer, Unavordable:' Rooftop solar panel rnsmller n'+ie Value Solar to close: The Sydney Mormng Herald (online), 23 November 201 8 <h((ps://WWw.smh.com.au/
business/consu mer-affairs/u navoidable-rooftop-solar-panel-insta ller-true-value-solar-to-dose-20 '1811 23-p50hvh . html>.

I 55 The COAG Enery,y Council is a Ministerial iorum for the Commonwealth, states and territories and New Zealaru:I. to work tog,ether in (he pursuit of national enet(gy
refoyms.
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Tech: Consumer Code' (NET Code) (previously known
as the Behind the Meter Code) was in draft and at the

end of the stakeholder consultation phase. We do not
expect the CEC Code's current provisions to be wound
back by the NET code. If anything, the review process
should create scope for more robust protections.
Where any proposed changes become relevant to the
issues discussed in this report, they will be identified.
Otherwise, this report will discuss the CEC Code in its
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Services Providers Code of
Conduct
The Smart Energy Council is an industry-membership
based, peak body for the solar, storage and smart
energy market in Australia.l56 They have created a
voluntary industry code, the Solar Energy Storage &
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Related Services Providers Code of Conduct (the SEC
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Code), for self-regulation of solar PV, energy storage
and related services to Australian households." The

Code is not authorised by the ACCC. While the Code
provides some useful guidance about best practice
and how the ACL may apply to the retail solar industry,
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it does not deal with some of the areas of consumer

concern, such as unlicensed finance, unsuitable finance
and unsolicited consumer agreements. Like the CEC
Code, the most severe sanction that can be issued
for breach of the SEC Code is the to revoke approval
under the Code.158 Furthermore, there are also wide
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i.3 Unregulated Finance
Arrangements
Through our casework, Consumer Action has
developed substantial concern at the prevalence
of unregulated credit providers funding solar panel
purchases. The case study on the next page illustrates
the harm that can be caused by unaffordable finance

Pre contractual information statements given before
the supply of regulated credit will provide an itemised
list of how the credit will be divided; how much will go
to the retailerin the purchase price of the goods and/or
services and how much will go to other parties such as
commissions. Shockingly, neither the financial service
providers nor their agents in the case studies were
obliged to give this simple and transparent breakdown
of the finance arrangements.

arrangements.

In this case, along with case study s on page 3o, the
finance providers were not Iicensed underthe NCCPA.

Furthermore, ASIC has limited power to regulate
unregulated credit activity and address the Iending
risks of these activities on individuals.l79

These finance providers claim that their products do
not meet the definition of 'credit' underthe NCCPA and

The ASIC Act does provide an alternative source of

therefore they do not require regulation. This meant

rights for people with unregulated finance products.

that John and Susan did not receive the beneficial

However, these are more Iimited and less targeted
at the issue of inappropriate or unaffordable finance.
Unlike the NCCPA Act, the ASIC Act does not have

protections under the NCC and NCCPA such as:
*

@

an assessment of the suitability of the
finance including whetherthey could afford
the repayments without financial hardship;
the finance provider was not a compulsory
member of AFCA so John and Susan could
not take their case to a free and informal

dispute resolution body alleging inappropriate finance;
*

*

the finance providers were not bound by a
regulated hardship process; and
the finance providers and their agent (in
this case the salesperson) were not bound
to make pre-contractual disclosure obligations.

In relation to the pre-contractual disclosures, the
finance providers were not obliged to:
provide John and Susan with a statement of
statutory rights;
*

disclose the total amount of credit to be

provided underthe contract; and
*

disclose the entities to whom the credit was

to be paid.178

specific protections against irresponsible lending, does
not contain hardship provisions and does not provide
for a free alternative dispute resolution scheme. If
John or Susan wanted to take legal action against
the finance provider about being sold unaffordable
finance, the only option that they would have is to
make a claim that the finance provider breached
the ASIC Act warranty provisions arguing that the
financial services and products supplied were not fit
for purpose. This would not be an easy legal argument
to run and they would have to run it to a court, which
is an expensive, stressful and inherently risky option.
It should be noted here that one of the solar finance

providers that Consumer Action has acted against on
behalf of our clients, Certegy Ezi-Pay (Certegy), has
recently voluntarily joined AFCA, the external dispute
resolution body that regulated credit providers are
legally obliged to join. AFCA has both voluntary and
mandatory membership. t-Iowever, while people would
now be able to make a complaint against Certegy in
AFCA, they could not make a claim against them for
breaching the NCC or NCCPA if, as Certegy argues,
the NCC and NCCPA does not apply to the type of
finance they offer. This means that people like Susan
and John could still not make a claim against finance

178 NCCSS 16. '17(c),

179 ASIC, Repon 600: Review of buy now pny lciter arrangements lNovember 2018), 4 <https://download.asic.gov.au/media/4957540/rep600-published-07-dec-20 1 8.pdf>.
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providers like Certegy for irresponsible lending, a type
of Iegal claim that only exists in the NCCPA, or for
breaching any of the other protections that only the
NCCPA or NCC provide. However, they could make
arguments about best practice in the industry or
general arguments related to fairness, in accordance
with AFCA's terms of reference.

While the industry-driven CEC Code attempts to
address some of the issues related to unregulated
credit, it does not quite plug this regulation gap and has
limitations in any case. Currently, the CEC Code does
not prohibit the use of unlicensed credit providers to
finance solar transactions but does require people be
notified that the finance is unregulated. The contract
must contain a clause warning a person that the
agreement is not regulated by the NCCPA and that, as
a result, the person may not have access to an external
dispute resolution service and financial hardship
arrangements.l8o

The proposed NET Code has sought to more
comprehensively address the issue of unlicensed
finance.181 The current consultation draft of the NET

Code includes the following:
We may offer you New Energy Tech with a deferred
payment arrangement as an alternative to upfront
payment upon delivery or installation. If you are a
Residential Customer and this deferred payment
arrangement indudes an interest component,
additional fees or an increased price (see paragraph
x.m), we will ensure that:
a.

this payment arrangement is offered through
a credit provider (whether ourselves or a
third party) licenced under the National
Consumer Credit Protection Act (2009) (Cth
("NCCCPA");

b. the deferred payment arrangement is
regulated by the NCCPA and the National
Consumer Code ("NCC");

C.

the term of the deferred payment contract or
lease is no longer than the expected life of the
product or system; and

d. ensure that you receive the following dear
and accurate information...
Consumer Action strongly supports a provision in
the proposed NET Code , however, we again note
the limitations of the Code. It is voluntary code
and therefore does not completely cover the solar
retail field. It also lacks meaningful enforcement
mechanisms. A regulatory solution is therefore
necessary.

Consumer Action believes there are two viable

regulatory solutions available. The first is industry
specific regulation prohibiting solar retailers from
doing business with unlicensed credit providers and
prohibiting retailers from offering unregulated credit
products to their customers.
Industry specific consumer protections are not
uncommon. For example, the motor car industry is
regulated by the Motor Car Trader's Act ?1986 (Vic) and
specific provisions in the Australian Consumer Law
and Fair Trading Act 20?12 (Vic).la2 A second and more
relevant example is the traditional energy industry.
This industry is regulated by a number of specific laws
including the Electricity Industry Act 2000 (Vic) which,
for the reasons set out above, do not apply to rooftop
solar and other new energy products.
The second regulatory solution is to broaden the
operation of the NCCPA and NCC so that consumer
credit providers seeking to exploit loopholes in the
current Iaws are regulated. In Consumer Action's view,
this second solution is the superior option. There are
two reasons for this: the first and most important

reason is that it is the more principled approach and
the second reason relates to the current landscape
in which discussions about financial Iaw reform are

already underway. Before noting the developments

180 Tjie Code says that the warning must contain the Tollowing wording: 'This arrangement is no( i'egulated by the National Consumer Credi+ Pvotectioii Act 2009 (Cth) ('the
NCCP Act'a). AS a resul(: (a) I f 70u haVe a complaint about the al'rang,emen{. yoU may no( haVe access to the services of an external dispute resolution scheme that has been
approved by ASIC. Tliis means thai you may I'iave (o go (o court (o resolve a dispute with the providey. If you have a complarnl about the arrangement, you may nol have access
(o the services of an external dispute resolution scheme thaI has been approved by ASIC. Thrs means lhat yon may have to go to court to resolve o drspute with lhe provrder. (b) 17 you
have rrouble payrng the periodr< payments required under the armngement: (i) you may nor have the rrght to ask the provrder for a hardship varralron lo help you get through your
financral d@cu%; (iil The provrder may take action agarnsl yon for non-paymenl without givrng )iou 011 opportuMy to remedy tl'ie defa+dl.
181 In (he ih(eres}ed 01 hanspate!'Ic'l. we no(e }ha( ConsumeL Ac(ion wal on the NET Code wo(king ,"Lo{lp and pl'oVide€] srlbmissi0n( and illpU( in(0 same.

182 Aus{ralian Consumer IOW arid Foir TradrngAtl 2012 (Vic). s 63.
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and discussions about the sufficiency of the NCC
and NCCPA it is worth providing an example of how
businesses avoid the NCC and NCCPA.

While there are others with similar business models,
the most common company we have seen ofFer
inappropriate financing to purchase solar panels is
Certegy. Certegy does not hold an Australian Credit
Licence under the NCCPA.1a3 It claims that it does not

need to hold a licence because they offer 'no interest
ever'l84 finance to people who buy goods through
specific Certegy-partnered retailers. Certegy"s 'no
interest' finance contracts appear as continuing credit
contractsll85 with periodic or fixed charges that do not
exceed the modest caps set underthe NCC. Continuing
credit contract are exempt from the definition of credit
under s 6(5) of the NCC. In other vvords, Certegy's
finance products purport to be 'unregulated' in that
they do not trigger the operation of the NCCP and
NCC and the protection afforded underthose Iaws. We
are concerned that businesses Iike Certegy may not
disclose the true cost of their finance to consumers
in order to avoid the NCC and NCCPA. Hidden costs

could include, for example, financial arrangements
and incentives they have with partnered retailers
concealed by increases in the cost of the solar system
components above market value. Indeed, ASIC's
recent report on 'buy now, pay later' arrangements
found that some merchants inflate the costs of goods
underlying some of these arrangements, obscuring
the actual cost of the agreements.l86 If true in the case
of rooftop solar, this would mean that not only are
people paying more than they realise for their rooftop
solar system but are being unfairly denied rights under
the NCCPA and NCC.

There are two recent developments that could offer
the momentum neer3ed to change the law to address
NCCPA and NCC avoidance. In November 2018, ASIC
released a report reviewing the buy now, pay later

arrangements. Arrangements offered by Certegy fell
within the ambit of this review.187 While ASIC did not

go as far as recommending to the Government that
the buy now pay Iater providers be required to comply
with the NCC,18a they flagged that they may do so in
the future and that, in the meantime, ASIC's product
intervention power ought to be extended to address
some of the detriment found to be occurring in the
r e p o r'l. 18 9
On 22 February 2019, the Senate Economics
References Committee (the Committee) released its
report of the Senate inquiry into credit and financial
services targeted at Australians at risk of financial
hardship. During the inquiry process, Consumer
Action made submissions arguing that it is imperative
that 'no interest finance' providers become subject
to the NCC and NCCPA. This would require them to
undertake responsible lending checks Iike other credit
providers, including assessment of an individual's
capacity to repay. It would also erisure that financial
hardship arrangements and proper dispute resolution
processes were available to consumers. Equally, we
submitted, these obligations should applyto the other
types of finance products currently structured to avoid
the NCCPA and NCC, including, all buy now pay Iater,
short term credit contracts and deferred bill paying
services.

On the issue of buy now pay later arrangements,
the Committee recommended that the government
give further consideration to the regulation of these
arrangements in consultation with industry and
consumers.19o The Committee did not go so far as to
recommend, as Consumer Action submitted ought to
occur, that responsible lending provisions under the
NCC and NCCPA be extended to cover these types of
unregulated credit arrangements. While Consumer
Action welcomes many of the recommendations
made by the Committee as an important step in the

183 Although, note, Certe'ds parent company does hold a Iicence: ASIC. Reporl 600: Review of buy now pay Ioter armngements lNovember 2018), 7 <https://download.asic.
gov.aul media/4957540/rep600-published-07-dec-201 8.pdf>.
184 certegy Ezi-Pay, pbout certegy izr-pay <hiips:ttwww.certegyezipay.com.aui>.
185 ASIC, Report 600: Review o/ b+iy now pay Iater arrangemen+s (November 2018), 8 <https://download.asic.gov.au/media/4957540/rep600-published-07-dec-201 8.pdf>.
186 lbidl0-11.
'87 Ibid.

iss lbid [711

189 lbid [70]. Fot the kinds of detriments ASIC found to exist. see summary of findings on pages 9 - 15.
190 Senate Economics References Committee. Parliament of Australia, Credil and hardshrp: report of lhe Senate rnqmry Wo credrt arid financial products targeted ar Auslralrans
art rrsk of financial hardship (February 20 1 9)11 . The report is available online from: https://wwvv.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary?Business/Committees/Senate/Economics/
CredidinancialserviceslReport/cOS .
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canny ways to avoid regulatory oversight and so we
should keep the opportunities to do so to a minimum.
Lastly, this approach could be complemented by
a broad anti-avoidance provision that allows the
regulator to crack down on avoidance models.
Examples of anti-avoidance models can be found in

right direction, we maintain that the NCC and NCCPA
needs to have broader application in order to prevent
the kinds of harm evidenced in our submissions and

those made by other community organisations.
If these protections were in place for John and Susan
in the above case studies, it is likely that the would

the National Consumer Credit Protection Amendment

not have been provided with finance that they could
not afford. Or, if they had been provided with the

(Small Amount Credit Contract and Consumer Lease

unaffordable finance, they would have had access to

2001 (Cth). The anti-avoidance provisions under
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), target schemes that
appear to have no commercial purpose other than to
avoid the application of parts of that Act.l91 Persons
under such schemes may be liable for a civil penalty
if they have breached the anti-avoidance provisions.
Similar anti-avoidance provisions would be necessary
to ensure the policy intent behind broadening the
application of the NCC and NCCPA is achieved.

Reforms) Bill zoi8 (Cth) and the Corporations Act

a regulated process for seeking a financial hardship
arrangement or could have made a claim against the
finance providers for breaching the responsible lending
provisions of the NCCPA and the pre-contractual
disclosure requirements ofthe NCC.
Extending the NCCPA is the more principled regulatory
solution to the issues presented in this report for three
reasons. Firstly, there is no principled reason why
these providers should be exempt from these basic
consumer protections that apply to other consumer

i

1

credit products. Currently, there is a gap between a @ '
what the average person considers to be credit and Q

@i@

L

The gap creates regulatory loopholes in the NCCPA
and NCC that Consumer Action feels are exploited by
fringe Ienders for no good reason. Secondly, extending

.

the nuanced version of credit invented by the NCC. "01@ NCCPA Bl4d NCC 56
*u - --- = - ---I ---ve:t-vs rJ rv?e=Ai+ ;rssie=rs*aA ksi'Naia kV"r

l

amended to broaden their

the-NCCPA laws to all of these finance products
will future proof the regulation against other gaps
and loopholes that may be exploited by new energy
product retailers. Some providers will always look for

avoidance provisions.

1 o- I ASIC. Regulalory Gurde 246: Conflicted nnd other banned remuneration lDecember 2Cll 7), 68 < https://download.asic.gov.au/media/4566844/rg246-published-7december-20l7.pdi>.
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IN THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION TRIBUNAL
APPLICATION BY FLEXIGROUP LIMITED
ACT 1 oF 2019

Certificate identifying annexure

This is the annexure marked GB-2 now produced and shown to Gerard Brody at the time of
affirming his affidavit on 21 February 2020.
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21 May 2019
By email: adjudication@accc.qov.au
Susie Black

Director (A/g) Adjudication Branch
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
Dear Ms Black,
Re: 441000439 New Energy Tech Consumer Code

Consumer Action Law Centre (Consumer Action) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the application for
authorisation of the New Energy Consumer Code. Energy is an essential service and the energy system is rapidly
transitioning to new technologies. Householders are finding it increasingly complex, confusing and risky to make
decisions about their energy supply so industry initiatives like this Code are welcome.
The New Energy Consumer Code (The Code) must incorporate appropriate consumer protections. We strongly
support the requirements that those that join the Code only offer finance arrangements through providers that
are licenced under the National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009 (NCCPA). However, the code must also go
further and ban all unsolicited sales and require an 'opt-in' protection period following off premises sales for those
that join the code.
Consumer Action's previous work demonstrates how a lack of regulatory protections are leading to abysmal
consumer outcomes in the new energy technology market, particularlyin relation to the installation of solar panels.
Such conduct risks eroding consumer trust in new energy technology and the businesses that provide this
technology. Such risks impact the viability of new entrants as well as the via bility of markets that would otherwise
deliver great benefits for consumers and our environment.
Consumer Action's legal practice regularly hears reports from, or provides assistance to, vulnerable and
disadvantaged people with issues arising from the conduct of solar retailers. Residential Solar PV systems are the
first wave of New Energy Products that have been sold to households. Our 2019 Sunny Side Upl' 2017 Knock it off.p
and 2016 Power Transformed3 reports have drawn on our assistance work in order to recommend changes to

a Consumer Action Law Centre, 2019. Sunny Side Up; Strenqtheninq the Consumer Protection Reqime for Solar Panels in
?

a Consumer Action Law Centre, 2017. Knock it off.l Door-to-door sales and consumer harm in Victoria
3 Consumer Action Law Centre, 2016. Power Transformed; Unlockinq effective competition and trust in the transforminq
enerqy market.
1
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strengthen the consumer protection regime for new energy products, reduce harm caused by door to door sales
and improve trust and consumer outcomes in the transforming energy market.
We draw on these reports furtherin our comments below.
About Consumer Action

Consumer Action is an independent, not-for profit consumer organisation with deep expertise in consumer and
consumer credit laws, policy and direct knowledge of people's experience of modern markets. We work for a just

marketplace, where people have power and business plays fair. We make life easier for people experiencing
vulnerability and disadvantage in Australia, through financial counselling, Iegal advice, Iegal representation, policy
work and campaigns. Based in Melbourne, our direct services assist Victorians and our advocacy supports a just
marketplace for all Australians.
Solar providers should not facilitate finance with unlicensed businesses
Case Study One - Rose and Leonard

Rose and Leonard (not their real names) receive Disability Support and Carers Pensions. They already had a
functioning solar system when they were door knocked by a solar retailerlast year. Although theyinitially stated
that they were not interested as they already had solar, on three of the occasions when the salesperson visited
the property, the salesperson continued with high pressure sales tactics. Additional panels were installed and
are not delivering the returns that Rose and Leonard expected based on what the salesperson told them.
Finance for the panels was provided by an unlicensed credit provider. Repayments on the Ioan increased without
being explained and Rose and Leonard had felt pressured to sign documents that weren't properly explained.
The finance company is not required to be a member of an ombudsman scheme or required to provide hardship
assistance because it is unlicensed. Rose and Leonard are experiencing financial hardship and they have Iess
reliable options to resolve this than if the finance was provided by a licenced business. Their financial hardship
meant they could not afford food at times and could not attend some specialist medical appointments.

As highlighted in case study one, finance arrangements from providers that are not licensed under the NCCPA
leave consumers unprotected from poor outcomes. For this reason, we strongly support the code only allowing
signatories to offer finance arrangements through providers that are Iicenced under the NCCPA. Allowing new
energy providers to arrange finance from unlicensed providers may also incentivise them to undertake sales
practices that are not in the interests of consumers, like the high-pressure sales mentioned in case study one.

Unlicensed finance providers can be predatory lenders when partnered with new energy product providers.
Currently new products like solar or batteries often cost above the $5,ooo bankruptcy threshold (especially with
the hidden cost of finance built into the price) and are almost always installed in owner-occupied properties as
opposed to rentals. If an irresponsible loan is provided in a high-pressure sale where a salesperson makes
misrepresentations about the savings a household can make, then the household is easily exposed to hardship
when paying back the finance arrangement. They also have the threat ofloosing their home and their provider is
not required to have internal dispute resolution or provide fair, free and effective external dispute resolution.

2
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Consumer Action's Sunny Side Up report found that inappropriate or unaffordable finance is regularly being
offered to purchase solar systems and is causing consumer harm in the solarindustry. The Code's requirement for
NCCPA licensed finance providers may incentivise these problematic Ienders to work within national consumer
credit laws or cooperate with decision makers to have these Iaws amended to include their business models in the
laws' ambit and protection framework. If it doesn"t do this it will still prevent unnecessary consumer harm from
the providers who join, facilitate better outcomes for consumers and prevent conduct that will threaten
consumer's trust in new energy technology providers as a whole.

Case Study - Robert's not getting what he was promised.
Robert (not his real name) is an older person who lives in an outer suburb of Melbourne and receives Centrelink
benefits. He recently contacted Consumer Action's Iegal service because a solar retailer has left him with a
solar system on his roof that, as far as he can tell, is doing absolutely nothing.
Robert recalls being door knocked by a LED lights salesperson who also suggested he get solar. The
salesperson set up an appointment for a solar retailer"s salesperson to visit a week later. The LED lights
installers never returned.

The solar retailer's salesperson sold Robert a 5kW solar system for $6o5o. Robert paid the full amount and
from what he was told he understood that:

he would be entitled to the Victorian Solar Homes Rebate and that the paperwork for this would all be
arranged by the solar retailer;
the solar retailer would arrange all the paperwork for him to receive a feed in tari'ff;
he would save money as he was told the feed in tariff would mean that his electricity bills would
reduce to virtually nothing.

The system was installed by a subcontractor. The paperwork necessary to certify the system is safe to operate
and connect to the electricity grid has not been completed. He is not receiving the feed in tariff and it is
possible the panels are not providing electricity to his property. Even if they are, he has not received
confirmation that they are safe. It is also unlikely Robert meets the requirements of the Victorian Solar Homes
rebate despite the representations made to him, which would mean he needs to pay $2,225 more than he
expected. Even if he does receive the feed in tariff, it is very unlikely to reduce his bills as much as he was told.
Robert has contacted the Solar Retailer on several occasions, but they have not resolved his problems. While
Consumer Action will represent Robert to assist with this dispute, we are unable to offer representative
assistance to many people who contact us with solar issues due to our capacity.

3
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The Solar industry should not conduct unsolicited selling
The requirements around marketing and sales in the code are not strong enough. The requirementthat businesses
who join the code 'avoid high pressure sales tactics=' is vague and only provides guidance on avoiding problematic
sales practices. It does not commit those who join the code to not conduct high-pressure sales.
An additional requirement must be added to the Code, which stipulates that businesses who join will not conduct
unsolicited sales. This will prevent circumstances where power imbalance, information asymmetry and highpressure sales tactics Iead to bad outcomes for consumers from arising in the first place. The need to add this
requirement is evident from ourlegal advice and policy work on solarissues.
Our Sunny Side Up report identified misleading and high-pressure sales tactics in the context of unsolicited sales
as a major systemic issue causing harm in Victoria's solar market. It recommended a ban on unsolicited sales in the
solar industry. Almost all new energy technology will be a complex offering like solar and without appropriate
protections history will be repeated as new technologies increase in popularity and are sold to consumers.
Require an 'opt in' protection period after off premises sales

The Code should also require that signatories provide an 'opt in' protection period following all off premises sales.
Doing so will fill a protection gap by giving consumers rights that are Iikely to be more effective than cooling-off
periods. This will in particular benefit those who face barriers to cancelling a contract following high pressure sales.
Our Knock it off.l report noted a trend of solar products being prevalent amongst harmful door to door sales. One
of the recommendations outlined in the report emphasised that decision makers must give consideration to
broadening unsolicited sales protections so that they a pply to all 'off-premises' contracts. This is currently the case
in the European Union and United Kingdom. The report also pointed to evidence that an 'opt-in' protection period,
where consumers must actively contact a business to confirm the sale, is likely to be a more effective protection
than 'cooling off period" protections that often fail to prevent harm caused by unsolicited selling. The report
recommended trialling 'opt-in' protections in the new energy technology market.
Broadening protections beyond unsolicited sales in the Code would mean that solar retailers that join could not
utilise a loophole and leave consumers with less protections where an initial unsolicited approach from a
salesperson with vague information sets up an in-home appointment with a second salesperson. This is what
happened to Robert in case study two. As a result, he was not covered by additional protections that apply for
unsolicited sales.

The Code is voluntary and could therefore allowindustry to raise standards in new energy technology sales.
Consumer protections will build people's trust to engage with new tech
Our Power Transformed report sets out policy principles aimed to facilitate good outcomes for consumers in the
transforming energy market. Consumer protections are identified as essential elements to a successful market
where consumers trust suppliers to deliver what is expected and agreed upon. Consumer protections encourage
consumers to trust that providers are competent to deliver or that if they are not, there are effective remedies.

4 Clean Energy Council, 2019. RE: Application for authorisation made under sections 88('x) of the Competition and ConsumerAct
2010 Appendix B, p.6.
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Consumers can therefore engage more, and a market is more Iikely to thrive and be more attractive to new
entrants.

Protecting consumers from arrangements with unlicensed finance providers, unsolicited sales and from high
pressure off-premises sales of new energy tech will prevent consumer detriment that leads to overwhelming
consumer distrust in new energy technology. New energy technology has the potential to provide many benefits
to households, improve efficiencyin the energy system and reduce Australia's emissions. These benefits are at risk
of being undermined as consumer trust is eroded by detrimental experiences with the sale of new energy
technology.

Please contact Jake Lilley on o3 g67o 5o88 or at ja ke@consumeraction.org.au if you have any questions about this
submission.

Yours sincerely,
CONSUMER ACTION LAW CENTRE

i,l is ,- 7
Gerard Brody
Chief Executive Officer

s
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This is the annexure marked GB-3 now produced and shown to Gerard Brody at the time of
affirming his affidavit on 21 February 2020.
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20 September 2019
B Y e m a il '. 4H; ' g c. 33:[ )>;:' !1/'5 "(4>,14 (;1?..'.'.=.,' ?,> y.
Delia Rickard, Sarah Court, Mick Keogh and Stephen Ridgeway
Commissioners

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission

Dear Commissioners

AAiooo43g New EnergyTech Consumer C6de Application - responses
following pre-decision conference
Consumer Action Law Centre welcomes the opportunity to provide further comments following the pre-decision
conference on the AA'iooo43g New Energy Tech Consumer Code (The Code) Application. As in previous
submissions we strongly support the proposal to prohibit signatories to The Code offering inappropriate finance

arrangements. We also continue to call for The Code to incorporate appropriate protections in relation to
unsolicited selling. Including these protections in The Code will address systemic issues and result in a net public
benefit from approving The Code.
Our comments are discussed in more detail below.

About Consumer Action
Consumer Action is an independent, not-for profit consumer organisation with deep expertise in consumer and
consumer credit Iaws, policy and direct knowledge of people's experience of modern markets. We work for a just
marketplace, where people have power and business plays fair. We make life easier for people experiencing
vulnerability and disadvantage in Australia, through financial counselling, Iegal advice, legal representation, policy
work and campaigns. Based in Melbourne, our direct services assist Victorians and our advocacy supports a just
marketplace for all Australians.
Claims made at the conference

At the pre-decision conference a Brighte representative made comments to the effect that Consumer Action only
represents the most vulnerable consumers and that our comments should only be considered on thatlimited basis.
Such a claim fundamentally misunderstands that any consumer can become vulnerable or disadvantaged through
a chain of events or change in circumstances. It is necessary to have adequate consumer protections so that all
consumers get good outcomes wherever the need arises. Not including the necessary protections will leave all
customers of signatories to The Code exposed to potential harm. Where harm is caused it risks eroding all
consumers' trustin the new energy technology industry as a whole.

Page 1 of 3
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Buy Now Pay Later

At the hearing, there was significant discussion in relation to a drafted amendment to of the provision of The Code
that regulates signatories offering deferred payment. We do not support amending the code from what was
originally proposed. At the time of the hearing the drafting was as follows (with the change in red):
v4b) the deferred payment arrangement is regulated by the NCCPA and the National
ConsumerCode ("NCC"), or complies with a regulator approved Code of Conduct orindustry
code that delivers substantively equivalent consumer protections to those containedin.the
NCCPA.

The industry code being developed for Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL) providers that was discussed at the conference
cannot be genuinely equivalent to the National Consumer Credit Protection Act (NCCPA).

First, it is very unlikely that an industry code could have equivalent resources and penalties for enforcement as is
the case for the NCCPA. This is because the NCCPA is enforced by ASIC, a well-resourced government regulator
whereas an industry code is unlikely to be equivalently resourced with a clear penalty regime.

Second, issues were also raised by RateSetter at the pre-decision conference about practices ofinflating the price
of financed goods. As previously submitted to the ACCC, ASIC identified that this is sometimes the case where
goods cost over $2,000.' An equivalent code would have to ensure signatories disclosed the cost of finance to
consumers. In doing so, this would make such deferred payment fall underthe definitions of consumer credit under
the National Credit Code (NCC) and NCCPA, defeating the purpose of a parallel code as the business would have
to comply with the NCCPA. Where this fee is not disclosed as a requirement of the industry code, there will not be
equivalence with the NCCPA.

The proposed amendment to The Code therefore poses a risk ofinconsistent protections and outcomes between
consumers that deal with signatories that use Iicensed credit providers and those that use BNPL providers.
Signatories which arrange finance that complies with the NCCPA and the NCC will be at a disadvantage compared
to signatories that arrange unregulated finance. Public detriment will be exacerbated where consumers do not
receive information about the difference in protections that apply to different signatories. Consumers would
reasonably assume that all signatories abide by the same standard.
RECOMMENDATlONz. Ensurethatalldeferredpaymentarrangementsofferedbycodesignatoriesaresubject
to no Iess than the NCCPA and NCC consumer protections.
At the pre decision conference Brighte also claimed that interir'n measures would need to be put in place where
The Code was in effect before an equivalent industry code for BNPL was approved and operational. Such interim
or transition arrangements would completely undermine the protections in The Code and are therefore
unacceptable. There is no guarantee a satisfactory industry code for BNPL would be developed Iet alone this
development being timely. Should the ACCC accept the proposed amendment to The Code then consumers will
be exposed to inappropriate finance provision where interim ortransition measures are allowed.
RECOMMENDATION 2. Do not allow interim measures where signatories to The Code can offer deferred
paymentin arrangements that do not meet the NCCPA and NCC.

aASlC,>oi8REP6ooReviewofbuynowpaylaterarrangements,availableatii-iistb )ill"B
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Unsolicited Sales

Throughout this process and at the pre-decision conference we have pointed to how unsolicited sales of new
energy technology products are systemic issues that lead to net public detriment.a Further to the discussion at the
pre-decision conference, we see it as appropriate that the administrator of the code have the ability to issue
mandatory guidance to signatories to not conduct unsolicited sales or to move to 'opt in' or deferred purchase
models in order to prevent harm arising from high pressure sales.
We understand that the Applicants may be likely to propose amendments to clauses that will enable the
administratorto require signatories to demonstrate that they have auditable processes in place to ensure that high

pressure sales do not take place. We support such amendments as this will hold signatories accountable to the
higher standards in The Code.
We also understand that the Applicants are likely to propose an amendment to The Code that would prohibit

signatories from offering deferred payment arrangementsin unsolicited sales. We support such an amendment as
it would ensure that the significant harm that has been caused by inappropriate BNPL arrangements being offered
in unsolicited sales3 are addressed. This amendment will also 'level the playing field' for competing businesses

where one offers NCCPA governed finance providers and therefore cannot conduct unsolicited sales while the
other may offer BNPL finance and be able to do so due to current gaps in consumer protections.
RECOMMENDATION 3. Enable The Code administrator to issue mandatory guidance to prohibit signatories
from undertaking unsolicited sales or require signatories to undertake a deferred sales
method.

RECOMMENDATION4. ApproveanyamendmentsthatthatenabletheAdministratortorequiresignatoriesto
demonstrate auditable processes to confirm their compliance with The Code.
RECOMMENDATIONs. Approve amendments that prohibit signatories from offering deferred payment
arrangements in unsolicited sales.
PleasecontactJakeLilleyatConsumerActionLawCentreon0396705088orato: ??, Z? - ?-y21 ?21rf
you have any questions about this submission.
Yours Sincerely,
CONSUMER ACTION LAW CENTRE

-17)='[
Gerard Brody Chief Executive Officer

a See for instance Consumer Action, 2019. Sunny Side Up; Strengthening the Consumer Protection Regime for Solar Panels in Victoria. Available at:
B {(???? i?? ? ) ?3? ?? ?l ? 2'p'ji

31bidandConsumerActionizoi7KnockitofflDoor-todoorsalesandconsumerharminVictoriaip68Availableat
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IN THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION TRIBUNAL
APPLICATION BY FLEXIGROUP LIMITED
ACT 1 oF 2019

Certifirate identifying annexure

This is the annexure marked GB-4 now produced and shown to Gerard Brody at the time of
affirming his affidavit on 21 February 2020.
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o7 November 2019
By email: adjudication@accc.gov.au
Delia Rickard, Sarah Court, Mick Keogh and Stephen Ridgeway
Commissioners

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
Dear Commissioners

AA1000439 - New Energy Tech Consumer Code - consultation on
proposed amendments to draft Code
?I

Consu mer Action Law Centre (Consumer Action) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the AAxooo43g - New

Energy Tech Consumer Code-consultation on proposed amendments to draft Code (Proposed Amendments).
Consumer Action has regularly assisted Victorian households to overcome issues with inappropriate finance
arrangements in the provision of new energy technology. Our strong preference remains that the ACCC approve
the initial code proposal which would require signatories to the New Energy Tech Consumer Code (NETCC) to only
offer deferred payment through credit providers that are licensed under the National Consumer Credit Protection
Act (NCCPA) and the National Credit Code (NCC). These licensed providers must comply with robust consumer
protection requirements, face appropriate consequences for not complying and these protections include wellstructured access to dispute resolution for households.

However, the proposed amendments to clause 24 of the NETCC (Proposed Amendments) from the ACCC have
taken a convoluted path as they require only select clauses from the NCCPA to apply to unregulated finance
providers. While this approach may improve protections and outcomes for customers of code signatories, it also
presents a number of challenges. Firstly, the clauses are very limited when compared to ofthe complete Iegislation
and regulation that provide protections to consumers in the NCCPA and NCC. Secondly, this approach places
significant strain on the NETCC Code Administrator who will have very limited enforcement powers to ensure
compliance with finance issues, let alone assessing which financial providers meet the specified requirements
when their expertise should instead be focused on new energy technology.
We explain these comments in more detail below.
About Consumer Action
Consumer Action is an independent, not-for profit consumer organisation with deep expertise in consumer and
consumer credit laws, policy and direct knowledge of people's experience of modern markets. We work for a just
marketplace, where people have power and business plays fair. We make life easier for people experiencing
vulnerability and disadvantage in Australia, through financial counselling, legal advice,legal representation, policy
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work and campaigns. Based in Melbourne, our direct services assist Victorians and our advocacy supports a just
marketplace for all Australians.

Further amendments needed to improve protections
If the ACCC continues to pursue amendments from the initial application, the Proposed Amendments should be
strengthened. Consumer Action supports the specific clauses of the NCCPA that have been selected by the ACCC,
but the proposals relating to dispute resolution and hardship are too open ended. It is important that the ACCC
acknowledge that these arrangements are less than ideal, and that it would be betterif Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL)
were regulated by the NCCPA and subject to civil and criminal penalties. The inconsistent enforcement regimes
that apply to deferred finance providers underthe NETCCin the Proposed Amendments may give some providers
an unfair competitive advantage. This may also lead to harm to households where there is less risk for some
providers associated with non-compliance with consumer protections.
Responsible lending
The Proposed Amendments clearly define responsible lending requirements from the NCCPA that non-licensed
deferred payment providers would need to comply with. We support these requirements. Without appropriate
lending checks consumers can face significant hardship because they can rapidly find themselves in debt as they
are signed up to repayments on new energy technology, such as solar, which they don't need or cannot afford. Our
initial submission to the NETCC application for approvalo and our Sunny Side Up report have case studies
demonstrating specific consequences Victorian households have faced as a result.

Many new energy technologies are almost exclusively installed in owner-occupier homes as tenants are generally
unable to modify dwellings to accommodate installation. The behaviour of finance providers which do not
undertake adequate responsible lending checks and loans for such technology can be seen as predatory. This is
because these providers could be confident that in most situations where a household is unable to pay, they would
ultimately have equity in a home which can be collected against. People should not be at risk of Iosing their home
because they have been the victim ofirresponsible Iending .
We also consider that proposed clause 3(d) of the NETCC on promotion of finance offerings should also be
expanded to capture off premises or non-standard business premises sales in order to provide equivalent
protections to the NCCPA. This proposed amendment is currently drafted as follows:
"[ln particular, our advertisements and promotional material will;] make no unsolicited offers
of payment arrangements not regulated by the National Consumer Credit Protection Act
(roog)(Cth) ("NCCPA")'

Sections 115-120 and 123-124B of the NCCPA contain requirements on parties offering credit assistance or
suggesting credit products to hold licenses and complete appropriate checks about the appropriateness of
products. If applied to all finance arrangements covered under the NETCC these sections may directly capture
vendors of new energy technology.3 While there are exemptions for vendors promoting finance at point of sale,
these exemptions do not extend to unsolicited sales or sales in non-standard business premises or off premises
sales in placeslike shopping centres orin a customer's home. This recognises the need to protect households from

' ConsumerAction, 2019. ?...Aj3?;32y2c:r:.=?lrJ?.. rert?.. Cil(i(

aApplicants, 2019 ???A'iir-<r o2??????ic./.'lll trh(*n r c < cit -%l co+'tv r sris - i-,?< l (2? P s
3 See ?. ) paqes 18 & 19 for an explanation of credit assistance and suggesting. This regulatory guide makes clearthat it is fine to only referto a finance
provider, rather than suggest or provide credit assistance (which is regulated).
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pressure to enterinto finance arrangements in uninvited or unusual situations orin scenarios where a sales person
is incentivised to make a sale.

A case study in Consumer Action's 2016 Power Transformed report demonstrates a problematic sale at a nonstandard business premises.= We consider that inconsistent requirements on parties involved in facilitating
deferred payment arrangements can lead to households being at risk of losing their home. While we view the case
study as an unsolicited sale, others have argued that the Australian Consumer Law is vague as to whether an
invitation for a quote means a resulting transaction is an unsolicited sale. Expanding this amended clause in the
NETCC would ensure that such scenarios are captured. Doing so will ensure that there are consistent protections

and consistent regulatory impacts on competing new energy technology providers who offer deferred payments
through finance providers that are or are not regulated underthe NCCPA.
We would also support this clause being moved to, or referenced, in the 'Payment and finance' clause of the code
as this islikely toimprove comprehension and recognition of all the requirements that specifically relate to fi nance
arrangements.

RECOMMENDATION :i. Expand the clause which prohibits unsolicited offers of deferred payment that is not
Iicensed under the NCCPA to also cover promotions during off-premises or nonstandard business premises sales.

General conduct, competence and training and internal dispute resolution
We support the Proposed Amendments that would require deferred payment arrangement providers to be
members of the Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA) scheme. This is a concise requirement that
delivers free access to effective dispute resolution when this is required for households. However, the ACCC should
expand the Proposed Amendments by applying more clauses of the NCCPA so that AFCA has clear information
about requirements that providers should have met where a dispute arises.
To give clear information, the Proposed Amendments should be expanded so that deferred payment providers
not licensed under the NCCPA be required to comply with the following clauses and subclauses in Section t,7 (1) of
the NCCPA:

"47 (?l) A licensee must:

(a) do all things necessary to ensure that the credit activities authorised by the licence are engaged in efficiently,
honestly and faidy; and

(j) maintain the competence to engage in the credit activities authorised by the licence; and
(g) ensure that its representatives are adequately trained, and are competent, to engage in the credit activities
authorised by the licence; and
(h) have an internal dispute resolution procedure that:

(i) complies with standards and requirements made or approved by ASIC in accordance with the regulations;
and

4ConsumerActionizoi6 Pi ' rr'Si ( ?l ' l ';("
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(ii) covers disputes in relation to the credit activities engaged in by the licensee or its representatives; and"
The general clause (a) gives a high-Ievel requirement about the conduct that households should be able to expect
from deferred payment finance providers. Including this requirement being in the NETCC will give households the
ability to resolve a dispute at AFCA where they can rely on this requirement to challenge harm caused by poor
business practices that are not fair, honest or efficient.

Requiring a provider to comply with clauses (f) and (g), as though they were licensed under the NCCPA, would
mean providers must meet competency and training standards. The Australian Security and Investments
Commission (ASIC) Regulatory Guideline 206 Credit licensing: Competence and training provides further detail.
Clear standards and guidelines will help ensure providers meet the expectations of households and act as good
conduct standards that can be applied by AFCA in dispute resolution.
The Proposed Ameridment only requires that deferred pa?yment arrangement providers that are not Iicensed
under the NCCPA have an internal dispute resolution process. Without requiring providers to comply with specific
standards for theirinternal dispute resolution processes, the Proposed Amendments may be too vague. Requiring
providers to comply with clause (h) will allow consideration of ASIC Regulatory Guideline i65 Licensing: Internal
and external dispute resolution. This would result in households receiving the same standard, whether they use a
deferred payment arrangement providers or a licensed credit provider.
RECOMMENDATION 2. If deciding to continue the Proposed Amendments, the ACCC must further define
general conduct, competence and training and internal dispute resolution protections
by applying more clauses of the NCCPA and NCC.

Hardship assistance
The Proposed Amendments rightly require deferred payment arrangement providers to have processes to identify
payment difficulties and offer assistance in such circumstances. However, the high-level drafting of the Proposed
Amendments could lead to veryinconsistent processes and assistance between providers for consumers who need
consistent minimum standards. The ACCC should therefore expand the Proposed Amendments to include a
requirement that all providers comply with section 72 of the NCC as though they were Iicensed under the NCCPA.

Section 72 of the NCC defines consistent timelines that must be met by providers in responding to a request for
hardship assistance. The section also ensures that households are notified of the availability of AFCA as a
complaint forum where assistance is denied by a provider. Almost any household can experience financial hardship,
and often households invest in new energy technology to lower electricity costs but may find themselves unable
to keep up with finance payments for these technologies. Defining timelines about companies' responses to
requests for assistance and a right to be made aware of rights to dispute the rejection of such assistance are
necessary. Such requirements will ensure that there are consistent protections across all forms of fina nce, whether
ASIC-regulated or not.

RECOMMENDATION3. If deciding to continue the Proposed Amendments, the ACCC should incorporate
hardship protections in section 72 of the NCC.

Future arrangements
If the ACCC continues with the Proposed Amendments, as opposed to our preference for code signatories to be
prohibited from using unregulated credit providers, then we encourage there being a review period about the
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effectiveness of the regime. These Proposed Amendments should have a sunset clause that requires a review at
'iz-months afterimplementation.

The Proposed Amendments place a burden on the NETCC Code Administratorto approve and ensure compliance
with finance protections. This may be a challenge for the Code Administrator given it is Iikely to be a body with
expertise on the sale of new energy technology, not finance offerings. The Code Administrator is also unlikely to
have the resourcing to ensure there are consistent standards applying to deferred payment arrangement providers
that are not licensed under the NCCPA. By comparison, for Iicensed providers, this role is undertaken by ASIC
which is a well-resourced government funded regulator with significant powers such as Iegislated civil and criminal
penalty amounts for breaches.
Ideally, buy now pay later providers will be brought into the NCCPA so as to ensure consistent and appropriate
consumer protections. Previous amendments proposed by the applicants suggested another approach where
complying with a regulator approved industry code that was equivalent to NCCPA protections be a requirement
for providing deferred payment arrangements. However, this approach is still flawed given no such code exists.
Moreover, a self-regulatory approach is highly unlikely to be able to meet the standards of regulation due to much
more limited compliance and enforcement mechanisms. Decision makers must instead work? towards closing the
loophole that allows finance providers not to be licenced under the NCCPA.
RECOMMENDATION4. lfdecidingtocontinuetheProposedAmendments,theACCCmustaddasunsetclause
that requires a review of the Proposed Amendments at iz-months after the
implementation.

PleasecontactJakeLilleyatConsumerActionLawCentreon0396705088orat.i :??' ??4Hy?ci'?, c?uf
you have any questions about this submission.
Yours Sincerely,
CONSUMER ACTION LAW CENTRE

-lf)=Y
Gerard Brody Chief Executive Officer
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